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JOB nn rvic:).Nrufifimivrres
Realtly aa A P1,1•1141,1 esseuttoi si
.A.1NTTDR=7.77"EU 4:3 4e. 1
Corner soa.4. Stb. Streets. 2Cy
-
air APRIL 16th, 1887.
1i 4 * 
Onthe above date we leased our present quar-
ters. From that time up to our opening Sept.
3rd, we were busy making preparations and
purchasing our stock of Goods. We pride our-
• selves on having the most complete stock of
Dry Goods, Notions ;e4,,J
CLOAKS,
And Men's Furnishing Goods
41T11.; in this part of the country. We are at No. 4N.
Main street. Come and see for yourself.
BASSETT & CO.
Keep your spectacles by your side and your
eye on this space. We will quote you a few "eye
openers" in tne way of prices at an early date.
BASSETT & CO.
Great Tennessee fair!
will 134a. 3Eielcl it
AES.133EIN7II.a3LaM,
Commencing Monday, Sept. 26th. 1887.
crOW9rXrAT1C.TIMT SESI2liC rlo .1k -srfES.
$10,000 in Premiums. Competition open tit the world. Specie' Attraetione Every Day.Fulleet Premium List Ever blotter) Up.
3 Races Each Day. Finest Double Track in the United States.
reeparatian• ler 10,000 restate Each Day. Street Cars Run t• tihe Grounds.
Tennessee and the Entire Mimeiesipoi Valley Well Repeesentei City of N tshville Will oe Illuminated Three Nights Dur-
ing the Week. HA 1. le-FA RE RATES o.1 All the Railroads an ISteamboate Running into N ash v I Ie.
The Assoc:Settler:. Iffecna.redl.
11°X.MIZCM23° CCOMENINTATIONT.
Of Cleveland. O.. a rinignifnmut stah'e IIt ti 1 isirm jtbbit. iLoII ring Horses, w tech v. gl.c an 11.I.11, ion .MIly .iurl rig the Fa.r Thesehorses wit be drives bare hack in paddle. driven to watront end with stand.ng riders at • pare rarely equaled by the best horses in the worldThis Comment on Inc odes the following well-known Artist*. MADAME WALL. the World's I harnpion Equestrienne PA IssA 1.1cE Ilod•salt.
the Most Celebrated Rareshock Rider ot the W. rld, will sive at Artoueolug l'Irthibillan or IL Id and skillful Horsemanship MIsS II ATTIE
PALMY/L. the Great La..y c uesteranae. sill ride against the 4 elehratt tinder. elSCAK WILD. and LILLY s Al. the Fatdiest Team inAmeoes. will be iin•en to wagon and ridden bare-back and to saddle in these (earlees and Oaring riders. 'The Roman Standing Race betweenA KILOS A &CZ awl ERE Ail JOON. of Kew Mexico, will Ire roade.tindmg on the beckonf four of the Faatest Ste ds of the West, making thetara of the track Is less Liss stxtv sec-or its. Imagist a rider with. Cs nog horse under ?sealant. Don't Miss ibis only opportunity to we thesefamous riders sad their perilous masterly riding.
Admission Only 50c. Including the .Fairr Races and Exhibition.
11 NI TOGO,
B STUBRLIFIET.D,
J•1111113 FRAMS LIN,
ISA•C T. ROZA.
A II ROBINSON,
DIRECTORS:
ions r WHITS.
JoHN P WILLIAMS.
tt 11 cHEATHANI.
T W W BENNE.
lift R DOUGLAS,
OffrAddreeut all Communleatione to
C. H. CILLOCK, Secretary, Nashville.
C II IrILLIWO,
It BSTABIKAN,4,,mogGE w WHITE.
JORII HA RDlItti.
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In Order to maks room kir oar large Fall Stock we will otter
Great Bargains in Summer Goods
Fine f.ancy Shirts worth $2 Qp for. 
 V .50
White Veete worth $1.7; for 
 
 .60
Sulu worth 37.30 reduced to,  5 00
Seim " $10.00 ' to 
 
 
 7 50
Boy's and Clillilren'm Suite very cheap. A large line of Underwear, White A
Shirts, Ties. Collars and Cuffs at reduced prices. We want all buyers of AII
Clothing to give us a call aa we keep the
FINEST FITTINC AND BEST MADE GOODS :1- 1
known to the trade. We take meseuree for Sults made up In the style, guar- it
antee flu; or no sale. Please eorne anti nee tie; we are headquarters oo Cloths
lug. tieing tonneeseil with three large retail Melee., we vett buy mid Pell
cheap ar any Otte We thank our frienda foe their liberal patrmiage, pee
Nove•dc-17Vesatcsx3.,
% WY Ciotiiing Cash Store, III
_
HopkInsvIlls, Kentucky.
am'i I
/Ira Doors from Rank of Hopkinsville.
'4W T39904a ./
Wit if*MilliVARE! HARDWARE!
wit Topr Sagas p•&400
TieSdiyi 80611111W 6, 1881
A Iwo, 001/P0 Of PN0f60110014
AND TIA001111111 IN All.
ORPARTISIINTS.
The course at Study loot••••$
ART, ritlENCE, LWITIMA, INGO.
NICILNINO, NOIIIIAL, COM. .
MERC1AL and MUSH;
Both se foe 11,1111144,4 40 the Study Hall
Recite tom Kaunas. lArte
respealia to'the best. Taw.
the President ta Cellos* iiittittli•
sissies in prison prefivizs.siLrAeh
moderate.
Ktr. address JARRS B. SCORE)',
theillowt.
Or Prof. 1.. IJ$COR 4itft-
VIce.IPreeldeat.
GUNS, PISTOLS
14J1..•4 to 5
AND AMUNITION!
Fine Cutlery, Knives and Razors!
Loon OUT
Compere this with your purchase:
,14447.-74-17:01. -
11Ws F'S IA.
"HT LESS)let;44.
a STIUCTLS vil41147•1141
net. ttttt SAMILI SMItUCIelt.
Pelee. es
lE PO'
BAGois, SA.
r HILAF)ELPHIA,
Ili ONE rAllar
A. o KO Ale 1,te examine each
• 0 do, (ieintine. Ste
.e rid 1 T.-,,.I.-Mark it i title
n front of Wrraesre. ...I oh tti• side
the sect st.,1 aL,it. ore • f .1. &
f!.I., .4,:,?It. I: thin
atmoms• Lie in s.• .1.,1 R.C.Uiat05.
Lik•VU-PI-AIt 1:i.7 tee' e .1 compurino
I ri-t ii utcd In town Lia-cu-pi-
und tither Nis.) I. ti.e diem
prove conclusively that i
stands without a peer. W
claim for La-co-.l-a ahnolut
itiful.sli_ity it ,. tiny disease' to
,....tilell it Is recormiLided, wild a failure Ir
!my mute is eater ..einept eeibleallererna, hero
;talc Syphilis. i i every iltage.Chroni•- Rheu
statism, Muer mg Iso:esi, /leers, Swellin
k hscesse a Cal.. Al by tilpil:ilittarre, or Carle
!tivIsIblo Paraslt es.2111 1.r.., Ty SLI n DI sea
ind unnatural til.,c..m2:- a :..:a Immediate!
, -at oiled byl...-ctiri....t •..,11,.positiv,.. oun
the liter/table r e' it: ,
" For lieVen ytat A • 44.131.:;- 10et one mosso
-irrupt Ion. Dee p an:e.y se • a tiaa eau. n d ow
o any back-boue, ray testy and Ilinba we
ocronrwir II m0ree iuy lips, nose el:il i b Nal
es rtine y dere royeeby Mune, given up tad
Iv iii. Is,: t phy,.1,1: viatif Columbus. W't igli
i led 1 i Alit V pirtUtas, erdut.• ,I 1.4 lb, erem. 0
'10S groco,ChninrItt I. wittsrlelidt. I then t00k
$.4 e41-1.1.4144 nottll'is cler• I, 1.0k :!01.400:. %II
un- norms aro hostler! rt 1 11111 on well t . ever'o
1:$ niy life ttrol we dr las reettele."
it toe. M. WI I r II A lil'131,Er, W. otmot et. co: rant:6,0111M
: old In all ilinnigIgfi rue defilers. Ii .1* re ,
,t 1i-. ii for man Wel ., pf. Hartman's,
s,os. -rte. 1:04eF Lit.". 
etIN
t Cr'', end 'Won..
'litcntInl rhyme eine' on ei celpt of 1%ernits.
HI. H. H. HA ILT21 AN & i I c. (olombo.,
-sold at Wholesale and Retail by--
H. B. GARNER, HopkinsvIlle, Ky.
$25:000.0
IN GOLD!
. MILL BE PAID FOR
ARBUCKLET COFFEE WRAPPER,
1 Premium, •
2 Premiums,
6 Premiums,
25 Premiu.ms,
100 Premiums,
200 Premiums,
1,000 Premiums,
$1,000.00
S50 0.00 'soh
$250 0 0 6°
6100.00
II50.0 0
$20.00
410.00
5,
Ii
Ii
For full particulars and directions are Circu
ar In every p007, 1! of Atutuct.i.r.s• Coy
-gm
L•S•Li.
CAPITAL PRIZE, $150,000-
We .IT, hereby oortlfs teat we supervise the
arrangements fur all the Monthly anti Semi-
Annual Drawings of the Louisiana state Lot-
tery company. and in person manage amt saw
Lod the Drawings thennwl . es, and that the 6111116
are conducted with honesty, fairness, and in
good faith toward all Partied'. owl we authorise
the Company to use this ref-titivate, with fac-
similes of our signatures attached, in its solver-
tisementa."
Conintlissioners.
We the undersigned flanks and Bankers will
pay all entice orewa iv Ow Louisiana stateLotteries which may he ertweetea et eter roam:
ten
.i u. ofiii,Msesii,
Pres. Louisiana National Hank.
P. LANAIII,
Pres. !Hate National liana.
A. MALDSVIIII.
Pres. New Orleans Rank.
CARL KOHN,
Pres. 1 nien atisonal Bann.
--
UPRECEDENTK ATTRACTION'il ()ter Half a Million Distributed!
LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY COMFY
f nr,rporated in Beater 26 years by the Leifts.lature for Educational sod Charitable purposes
with a capital of 11,000.000-to which a reserve
fund of over 0560,000 Aro al nee been added.
By an overwhelming popular vote Ins fran-
chise was tn Ade a oart of the present State Con-
stitution adopted December 2.1, A D. 19.
The only Lottery evqr voted on *WI t n.lorsed
by the people of any State.
It never scales or postpones.
Its Grated Single Number Draw.
ings take place monthly. and the grand Semi-
Annual Drawings regularly every six months
,June and December,
A splendid opportunity to win a fortune. 11th
Grand Praising, Class f, in the Academy of
Music. New Oilcans, Tuesday. itY.P,T. 12111ST-troll monthie threw in
CAPITAL PRIZE $150.000.
farNotice--Tickets are Ten Dollars only.
lialSec. 05. Fifths, 12. Tenths, 01.
1 Capital Prise of 1150,000 
 1150,000
1 Grand - of 50,000 50,000
1 " " of 10.000 20,000
2 Large Prizes of 10,000 20,000
4 " " at 5,000 20,000
20 Pei/cord 1,000 20.000
511 .• 500 2:000
100 " 300 20.00e
200 " 200 40,000
500 " 100 50,000
•PPEOXIMATION rumts.
100 ApponOmation Prises of 1110.I
IW do do *00
hat do do IOC
1000 Term:nal do 50
120.000
10.0t10
lo,000
50.000
1,172 prises amounting to 1625.000
Application for rates to clubs should be made
only to the value of the Company in New Or.leans.
For (Tether information write clearly roving
full address. P•elai Notes, b.itor.,.. Money Or-dere, or New York Exchange In ordinary letter.
Currency by Express Oat our expense) ad.dreseed
M. A. DAUPHIN,
•
New Orleans.
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washington, 0.0
Addle • Uptown. I Lettere to
ItteW eettiteel. HANK,
New meetings las
RA:411tE111i That ow ineweare ii
ill. mt. y, W'fit, are In r etfe Ole dreamt.,
ta a gellesli We Of IllerolUtv filleetlee WO 'blase My,that the chniiree ere nil Pill, el ,,,,l I hat Ho "be
eau let..itey divine what numbers w II draw a
Prize.
REARM him that the payment of memo
it Gl'ARANTWED Inv 10111 NA.
TION AL HANKS.' New Orleans, and the
Tickets are signed by the President of an In
whore chartered rights are rerogii IL.
ed an the highest I mins: therefore. beware of
any imitations or anonymous schemes.
Sufi Hullos & Co.,
Respectful?. Invite the if.Ft v ins pit 1,1,.- t. their
Tonsorial Parlor)
HAIR currism,
SHAVIOU
CH A MP001110,
le it erithe C It IOW aid
HOUSE FURNISHING GOODS! Hair Dressing
CALL AND SEE US!
e !Bell ClieFilp
ILL And Guarantee Satisfaction!
rritlettA 9go THOMPSON & ELLIS. 7th street adloinIng Express 0 face
Dune in the very lieststylis. Assisted by 11
9
 
Jones and I. . Jose'. All
Pellteandlikillful Barbers.
Don't forget the place.
"Ain't you sorr
the ERIE and
wagine" ,
-With tile H.
arida copious
ville ought to
aurora borealis.
BOW
a
---
e l
you never Luce
absence at that
-es- -
'ilk full operation
y ges ilopklus-
ice a perpetual
-0,E..ider E. L. 1
this city, has ace
torate iii Louievi
moet atetomplis
State.
Well known In
important peni-
le one of the
speakers in the
Mrs. Cleve
magazine article
learised a lesson
a certain other
family.
refined to write a
vis that she has
the txperieuce of
Member of the
Gov. Bucknes pointed two ex-Vetle
crisis in him WHOtteit The howl about the
"rebel party" wi now lieve to sneak
off and dwindle tat leto ft ulicroecopic
whine.
Dr. Mh1/1) isteet defense is that
Ida church beat, she other churchem
working. If Ifr MeGly tin is reduced
to the weak of Jealousy, lie cer-
riTtiti eoti n (en anted '
-
The Conimercial le reeponsible for the
etatemeet that the alleire of the Eddy-
vile penitentiary are in bad shape and
that the next Legielature will beer
some startling disclosures from that
place.
The G. A. R. is a rampant enemy to
the administration, and if it could sud-
denly be condensed into a single wan
he would be hung for treason for insult-
ing the President ahd bolting the coun-
try generally.
---------
The Courier-Journal is great on 'Due-
trationa. The picture it published for
Secretary of state Matt Adams was none
other thau a likeness of Col. John. F.
Devitt. It Is herd to tell which plate-
111511 got oft beat.
It le Panted that ten thousand barrel's
of pure old Boer!) whIrity have been
put into a pool god that forty thousand
more will follow. A delegetion of Hop-
kInsville Prohibitionleta will at ohee
set out in search ot this lake.
The act making trade dollars redeeut-
able at par expired last Shittirtlay and
we are in a uII of a fix about that
one we fished out of Pond River for a
year's subscription to the Waasi.y Naw
ERA. Ain't we?
The candidate/ for State Librarian are
beginning to crop out. Mrs. Sallie
Pointer, of Owensbo-o, Is beivg promin-
ently mentioned. She is a meet charm-
ing lady arid will make mte excellent
race and an efficient official.
It is elated that Gov. Buckeer will
male no changes in the Superintendaets
of our three insane asylums. We know
of at least two of these instlutione that
cau't.be improved on, Hapkin.ville and
Lexington, and we utelerstand the
Anchorage Asylum is Ill good hands.
Gov. Knott's last official act was to
make a Colonel, and the first thing Gov-
Buckner dieLehts to place a @Mailer
.•
chaplet upon-We-stove of the Courier-
Journal' marieging editor. It is well
underetood that no ailutinistratiun
in Kentucky can eucceed netil it has
first laid in &copious supply of Colonels.
It ie to be hoped that our Natural Gas
'Company will not take it all out in
"boring." 'rite biggest b xun that was
ever xpluded in Christian coenty will
be shot off a heft gas is struck. Every
aite The investi-
a ith the inter's-
citizen of our town
getiono of the comp
est interest.
The llopkiluiville papers need give
tlietneeltee sie uneasimete about getting
the O. V. What that compaey ueder-
takee it generally starrier' through in
Spite of opposiition.-Hentiereon Jour-
We are not at all 'measly but regard
the O. V. as a fixed feet and one that is
to play an important part In the devel-
opmera of our city.
Our young friend Will Griffith, of
the Owensboro Inquirer, Imo been ap-
pointed Private Secretary to Governor
Buckner on It salary of I LUX) a years
He is a most affeble, Interesting youttg
man and possesses commanding ability.
He is in every way worthy of the honor.
We hold in reserve a elaeliiiig joke on
bin' which we will not tell 'mail he be-
comes estabiblied in °Mee and wears his
honors easy.
-- ---
The Louisville Republican will nomi-
nate a candidate for Mayor and put out
a full ticket for city offieee. The Louis-
ville Republicans do not seen. to have
profited much by' the late unpleasant-
ness between Governor Simon B. Buck-
ner (Betty Burgon and the baby ) and
Col. William 9. Bradley. There will
probably be a good deal of dullness
about the thud with which they will
drop.
"off with the Old and on a ith the
flew" as the New ERA remarked after
her big drawing yesterday when she be-
gan to drop the few subscribers who did
not pay up anti gut a chance at the
prizes and put on the oew ones who
want a "hilielke" at its when our next
year's maw lug rolls around. Come
•rourel new 11111 man and let tie refirtft
3- oil am) start out fresh and equate.
Tltat'• litialinee MIA we want to are
oti,
Ill looking over the flehl for imitable
H ill for clerk of the next Ilimais of Rep.
resentetlyee, we yell to iulittl Judge IV,
I'. Baker of !Whew. Ile is a lawyer of
ability anti le all respeuts I Moot accom-
plished platefuls's. II' Ilencock, his
riative county and where lie resided all
his life up to about ten years ago, when
he moved to Davlese, he has occupied
the positions of County Attorney and
County Judge and there is not a more
popular 1111411 in that eounty now.
Judge Baker now live§ on lds faun a
few miles from Oweneboro and would,
we untierseauti, accept the place. If
elected, he WOU111 fill the position with
eminent credit to the Commottwealth.
'Pile Pennsylvania bemocratie Con-
vention endorsed the Chicago platfertu
and the athulitletration of President
Cleveland. Mr. Handel) got lila tariff
notions Into the plc fern', anti while the
drelaratiutto 01 the convention tie Ole
point may not iii it the meet gettultio re.
formers, still it should he remembered
they Were Penneylvattlit Ilemovrate,
The opposition to hi r, Herniall was
energetic but not strong ehreigh to 'lila.
nlpitlate the tariff plank, The danger
is that Ratidallagein this year will block
tariff legislatIoe and force the party
before the country next year bearing
the odium of an unreduced surplus and-
a continu nice of the present revenueee=
in which (Item Mr. Randall oughitt4 be
called somethIng other than a tno-
crat.
A Leader Wanted
Tile statement is again made that
Speaker Carlisle will decline a reelec-
tion to the chair of the House, at the as-
sembling of the Filtieeh Congress, and
resume his old place of the Democratic
leader on the floor. There hate, perhaps,
never been any direct authority for this
rumor. Mr. Carliele is an extremely
retieent man in such matter's. It is in
the last degree improbable that he would
anticipate an ICI Ol. such graive public
importance by premature discloeures.
Still, tin' story appears and reappears.
Denial does not 'seem to impair Its vital-
ity. Neglect Inflict,' no discouragement.
Not only (lore it survive-it grows
stronger as the time for the meeting of
COUgreed lippe011ebee.
Of course there is a reeson, and a po-
tent one, tor RD remarkable a state of
things. The truth I. that thoughtful
Democrats entertain this rumor because
it represents the coneluelon of their most
anxious deliberation. To have Mr. Car-
lisle on the floor of the house as the
party leader, Is what every intelligent
Democrat desires. Thet lie hue been a
model Speaker I. true, t het he has ex-
hibited, am the presiding officer of the
Route, the moot unique snit brilliant
uglification for that delicate poet, is
known to every, student of American
politics. Yet it is the rooted conviction
oh party men that the Democracy needs
Mr. Carlisle as its leader oil the floor,
and that hie lieefulnees would be greater
in that rapacity than In any other. He is
Strong ae tot ram - Wive titan mad organi-
zer, hot he Is tar greater as an orator, an
advocate hoed a heeler.
No one pretend. to doubt that a
ill the history of the party is at ham!.
Holding the Exetnitive and popular
branch of the legiela.ive deleartinent of
the government, the Democracy is ree-
ponsible to the people ci tide country in
many very grave reopeeths, hit especially
Ii that of he tInaucee. To rilsicharge tide
responsibility propeily is indiepeneible
to the party's hotior aeti a Ware. To
eticceeel in the enterprise vie must put
in operation the mom powerful forces at
,our disposal. The pretimintry battle tit
the great generel engagement of 14S-
will be fought in Congrees during the
coming whiter. For that event we ;heed
our greatest leaders at the front, and
Mr. Carlisle is pre eminently one of
thre'e'lids thought is in every 111411'0 mind
to-day. There are several Democratic
members of Congress who could preeitie
over the Melee with firmness and abili-
ty, but elm Is RO completely etelipped
a. Mr. Ctirliele for the planniug aiaul
conduct ef the leadership on the floor?
Who, indeed !-New a'ork Star.
Cleared Up At Last.
Henderson Journal.
A few days since young Mr. Rigney
was working on his place, a little south
of the Dade & Withers distillery, when
lie noticed a bundle tucked under the
culvert which covers the ravine over
the public road. Pulliug it out he
fennel an old worn pair of pante and a
blue cheek shirt. These articles had
evidently been there for 8011Ie time and
were beginning to rot and fall to pieces.
hue idea crogeed his mind diet these
were the garments worn by the mur-
derer of poor Walter Mart, and which
Mitchell's' letter, oubliettes.] irt last
week's Journal, described lie having
been hid by "Ike," who hteitt to town
for a change. On Wedeestlay these ar-
tielea of clothing were examined by
Messrs. H. F. Dade and Morgan Swope,
and several evidences of blood stain@
were foond on the garments, which had
been conelderably faded by the expose
ure.
It will be remembered that some little
doubt was cut upon the minds of many
by tire h•tateunent ol 'Squire Ilezlewood
when he eel.] that the man he flaw with
Mart had on light pants, Wee cheek
shirt end had a pleura/wile. l'hese gar-
Meta,' /MAN rre.1 this description, and
"Ike" lloogood, the thegro spoken of in
Wm. Mitchell's letter, also had a MOOR
tache. Take the letter of Mitchell pub-
lished last week, that McElroy claimed
that lie was hidden In the bushes on the
road-Nide, and this finding of these gar-
ments, aed we have about the tno,t ra-
tional solution of the dreedful murder
that we will ever be able to obtain this
eide of the judgment.
It is plait', then, that "Ike" was also
concerned in the murder, anti that he
and Ils Elroy together planned anti car-
ried out the conspiracy ; that Hooves.'
probably,drove the aegeu as far as the
culvert where the clothing was found;
that there the deed Wan done; that Mc-
Elroy followed the wagon up on the
road-side; that when the deed was com-
mitted McElroy drove the team past the
oiotillery, leaving Hoe/good to change
hie clothing, as described in Mitchell's
letter; arid the fact that ill the whiguit
Wee a mall who had kik Is-ell brained
and who was Hot yet dead accounted
for the me- loth-rime: action of McElroy in
emustantly tookilig beck at Mart's proe-
trate form in the wagon, as deecribed
by Mrs. Itigney.
The Journal has had no desire to our-
File )4 subject so diStartelt11, anti nothing
but the fact that the matter, in the
minds of whine, was clouded in mystery
has hiduced us to publish such addit:on-
al information as might be caleuinted to
throw light upon it. In concluding we
will add that Ike Hopgood died in the
Keirtucky penitentiary shout seven
weeks ago, heving been went there from
Union county.
The Prospects of 'Ma.
711ar1ter'% Weekly 'Mugs; limo. .
The political campaign of next year
can not be. easily litres-act, anti there is
much srevulation upon the probable is-
sties. Certain things, however, are
clear, and they help to show the eitua-
then. In the first piece, there will be no
fear of grave disaster from the success
of either of the great parties. The ar-
gument drawn from the unutterable
wore that wele formerly declared to be
tile sure consequence ol Democratic site-
tees can no ieuger the brought into ser-
vice. Everybody in the country knews
that its general eondition will be little
effected by the result of the election.
lie rebel debt will not the wad. Com-
peneation will not be made for slaves.
'fliere will be no effsrt to question or to
reverse any settlement of the war. The
rebel Brigadiers will ;ea ride roitgli-
shod over the Conetitution and trample
the flag in the dust. All the tears which
ligee been entertained by litany benefit
people are happily laid forever. In the
second place, the genefal policy of the
Government a ill not be greatly changed
by the success of either petty. The Re-
publieati leaders are constantly claiming
 .11 of the credit of the present Ad-
minietration, upou the ground that it
has not tiered to depart 'seriously irom
the Republican' (entree. However that
may be, It le pertain that - the election of
a 1)161110eiRtit. Precidetit did not prinitlee
11 Illin Neill sir c011leterclal 11100. Mild
that iiii minted change ham leen desired
sir effected In the getters' pithily policy.
NO Ylltef Will ft el emit pelf that blimp-
!Hurting tither parte Ittiminsiloil lit, Is
vothig for or against free trade, tor In.
ruttier, or egelnet a careful regard for
vetoed into-rem* of every kind. Theme
are two very Impertatit atid elgeltlealit
mem. We may mid to them that in a
simple commit between the two partiee
edminietrative reform will not be made
a decisive ',tette, bet-ethic neither party
etarnis dielinctively for such reform.
The fact that the conservation' of the
Dernocratie A dininietration has destroy-
ed the general apprelteurion of disaster
which has long been 8.'1mi:hated with the
Democratic name, and that un grave or
radical ebange of policy will follow
Democratic euecees, will prodece a much
larger indeperideet vote than Ilse bee
known for wally years. This is a e n-
sideration which should cause both ar-
dee to nominate the best poesible andi-
/t
date whom they can command,/ and to
trust, not to a dark horse, but to well-
know ii character and service. Mr. Cleve-
land will lone soul.' of the Independent
vote which he rtwelved la 1881, and Mr
Bisitie would kale a large conservative
vote and part of thelish vote that were
emit for him et the I 
i 
t election. Nieto
liinigiawtt.11. 1 he gainedn O liltlier mille by re-
ly ittg upon impeller Ignoranee tit thus'call.
i
•
Wine of Cardul la for sale
by the 4oflowluug enerehatita in (inlet-Ian
Coun
H. ft. Garner,
Gaither,
opper & Son,
J. H. Artnieteml,
Clifton Coal Co,
W. 11. Nolen,
W. 11. Martin,
M. B. Miller,
ilopkineville, Ky.
.‘
it
tt
Mannington, Ky.
Bashel,ridge, Ky.
Crofton, Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
LEITHERWOOD HOUSE,
A Romance of the Early Day3
in Hoosierdom.
13"' 1-1. W. T.A.'sr 1,0Ft.
Kopyriantat, I957, i TAr A. X. &Wien Vote
pap..? Company.)
Folly Ann is silently attentive and
appreciative while he launches out in
a stream of somewhat disconnected re-
tnarks, all of them genuine bon MOts of
rare humor as I then firmly believed.
I could not remember them a minute.
And from this I now know it was the
fellow's manner, and not what he said.
Whetever it was, I never saw the
charming Polly laugh so much as she
did that evening. Three of 1: r girl
companions of the village coming in,
accidentally, of course, but undoubt-
edly in time for supper. were intro-
duced to Mr. Martin by the young
hostees, rind there stood the man with
all four of thorn grouped in front of
him and laughing noisily at every
word he said. Buck coming in, op-
portunely took me up from my se-
questered nook, and we all went out to
supper, passing the court and the bar
and their foreign clientele in the entry
Just outside the east-room door.
Even at supper he boldly disregarded
the severe proprieties of village life
as hich separated, in those days, the
men from the women in all public
places, even in the dining-room of an
old-fashioned tavern. On the right of
the head of the table he marshalled the
four laughing girls, and then seated
them first, and then seated himself,
with her on his right hand, two of the
others beim; on his left. Then I went
through that meal listening to his
funny sayings and the giggling of the
four girls In such an abstraction of
angry resentment that 1 failed to catch
two words of what Buck was eagerly
telling use about the wonderful "off
boast" of that wonderful bay team.
One incident of tho supper, boss-ever,
pleased me notieeably at tho time; and
even more when in the retrospection
of my first preparation ter a boy's deep
sleep 1 went over it all in bed.
Bogus Lentherwood, walking ponder-
°wily along front the kitchen door and
upon our Fide of the table, looked
stetuilly at this.. laughing group of girls
on the other side of the table until he
Will directly back of my chair, then
pausing for an itistant,he evidently fixed
the eyes of hie wife, although I couldn't
gee him, and therefore could judge only
by the fact that the obedient and ob-
servant Mrs. Leatherwood dropped her
knife and fork and looked up as tho
heavy growl of old Bogus Leatherwood
°Termite all other sounds.
"3farthy!"-he always paused for at
least five seconds after tide warning
exclamation-which pause Mrs. Leath-
erwoott filled up with visible quakinge
and shrinking's. "Theys too blame
much noise a go-un on h-yer, lemmy
tell yuli!"
And then. with the heavy breathing
of a fat man in anger, that added as
much force to the objurgation as could
have been given by any additional
words, ho Walked heavily, but strongly,
and with a certain surprising alertness
In his movements, considering how
very fat he was, out of the room in a
sudden and progressive diminuendo of
the usual roar of the supper-room.
Mrs. Leatherwood had east a fright-
ened, warning and appealing look at
her daughter; and Polly Ann had
turned her face significantly in the di-
rection of her mother's chair, looking
over the neatlysloping shoulder .
Mr. Martin, in order to the exchange
of warning and meaning glances.
" By gum!" the ole man's mad
'bout some-Wn un-tither!" Buck
whispered to me as soon as the door
closed on the retiring figure of the
hugo landlord. "He'll be back h-yut
en about two minutes. You watch
mother un Sits, un see how they git
out a h-yur le Lout atoppun to swallet
thur eoffee, will yuh!"
In fact, Mrs. Leatherwood was al-
ready upon her feet and bending het
brown eyes upon her daughter's fact
with the very slightest jerk of her head
backward and to the left, making the
" TIMIS TOO iiLAMIt RUCH NO=
11-YriU"
whites of 11 -r large eyes gleam in a mo-
mentary enlargement, as if tho eyes
rolled toward their corners, although
It was the head that turned in a signifi-
cant jerk while the eyes themselvegre-
mained riveted upon their objective
point-remaining so until the daughter
arose somewhat precipitately Lona her
seat next the agreeable Mr. Martin,
and without a word to anybody, but
with a furtive glance toward mg. 1
thoss.ret, tellowed her !nuttier out of
Listening. 1 heard the sound of their
feet in the earrow box-stairway that
led to the two rooms occupied habit-
ually by mother and daughter, and at
night by tile V. 114, e Leatherwoqd fam-
ily -tli:it ie, when Buck did not sleep
with meat my father's, and when I did
not sleep with him in one of the rooms
over the kite-bout, which taken alto.
gether was nearly all tho nights in th
year. 
Afte r e membra ails I rered to ,i‘va
rioted MI 111(10411ln tinto tyz ni
ILIA as lie dellberahly it lit.
Iitrga lulls tItuu(+link of 10 ham
that ht, ovvitted to he mahlo his tiesecut
ut, whilst In tact 1 only w Itint gene
ssaile Mel confute-illy a siteeemelett
of pi ittitsintio figures (prelim; i Mg Mrs.
"hrende"ghtir. aw
That they liv 1 a very retired lift- so
t 
.l
far as social intercourse in the way of
talking ot2t• the back-feateee at ith the
neiehbor Volnell was true. That they
wcut " 'eith" nowhere-erbartiog tlin
littlu sing trips that Polly niade
fity aisti r or Liz. as woe, if
ti called her was also truft That
ugits Leatherwood was very jesileus
of his wife hall many apparent facts to
hack It, and was true or not trite ac-
cording to the rittitude of tilt itIllal
tiltil ee1111,1itit•ring the matter toe and
Bogus. 11 1)0 was Pelmet of his ado
he was also a ery jealotte of his &nigh.
ter. For considering their differc•till
relations to etwiety, Mies /oily haul itb-
solutely low liberty than Mrs. Lentil-
enema' hernelt
Some tienple had told of having
heard Bowie In a ton.cring rage owl
I Making the spry Cull tll
j lil*levInthan trampling* tip lout 'lee it
the titbit poplin* planks of %m-
idrib e.'"f hey said that neither teethe,
nor 'laughter %veldt( lho wit for de e.
after tine of thew earthquakes, tied
Bogus hiltirelf carried their f I to
them at such times and until his sen-
tence of solitary confinement had been
executed or conituuted, as the ease
might be. In the boyish freedom of
my intercourse with Buck Leather-
wood I leol aeked him bluntly if 
_these
stories were true, and he batl
swered me very evasively that "people
anus matte thetigs out a blame sight
worse un they wee." '5% hich. in the
language of the itinerant bar of the
Sandtown circuit, was a plea in the
nature of confeseion and avoidance,
and, so far as I was concerned, ended
the investigation.
But I must say in my own behalf
that in my daily and nightly goings
and comings about the Leatherwood
house, under the guidance of Buck. I
had never seen nor heard any thing
harsher trona Bogus Leatherwood
toward his wife or daughter than was
contained in the episode just recounted.
Nevertheless in all fairness to the
reader I must tell what 1 had seen and
heard, aye! and felt, too, as having a
bearing upon this subject..
It was one day some three years be.
fore the era of which I am now writ-
ing that Buck Leatherwood, in a burst
of uncontrollable enthusiasm, took me
up the box stairway and for the first
and last time-but one-into his sis.
ter's room to show me a marvelous
pistol that his "pap" had given to his
sister only a day or two before. It
was a queer, long, blue weapon with
bead sight, a concealed hammer and
an ivory handle absolutely glittering
with jewels, red, blue, yellow and
white, and it reposed in an old rose-
wood ease lined with satin and stained
with Rome dark blotches.
It was whilst we were uttering the
smothered "uh-m-m-s!" and ''uh-11-h's"
of boyish astonishment and admira.
lion-not having regained that stage
of self-possession at which we would
have begun to ascertain whether it
were loaded, and if so, how far we
could hit a tree out of the east-window
--that old Bogus Leatherwood, com-
ing from the Lord knows where and
how, pounced upon us with a simulta-
neous growl and scowl that I have
since mentally likened to nothing lem
than the conjunction of the roar of S
lion with a flash of sheet
-lightning.
What he did to us neither knew. It
was quite certain that we were pitched
down the box stairway, bursting open
the thin batten door in our sitnultanee
ous descent, and sprawling upon the
dining-room Moor. from whence we
arose and ran precipitately out through
the kitchen, across the bit into a con-
venient jungle of luxuriant jimson-
weed, and so on down to the river,
where we at once pulled off our nan-
keen pants and hickory shirts and
went in swimming, in order to ex-
change views, cooly, upon the situa-
tion.
On this night I changed my views
about Bogus Leatherwood's treatment
of the female members of his family.
What I had formerly considered
beastly tyranny I now viewed as a
very proper aseertion of parental au-
thority over a wayward girl, and con-
jugal authority as to a weak and in-
dulgent mother.
But at this stage of the retrospec-
tion the quick and appreciative ear of
Buck Leatherwood caught the pre-
liminfu-y, melodious drawl of a more
than usually sonorous fiddle from the
sounding wooden walls of the ample
bar-room, and, with an exclamation of
delight, we sprang up and darted into
the entry, and then more composedly
proceeded into the bar-room, where,
In a half-obscuring cloud of tobacco
smoke, the court and bar and its for-
eign clientele surrounded the lithe
figure of Mr. Martin, cutting the most
elegant and elaborate of pigeon-wings
to the inspiring triads of " Leather
Breeches," played by a skiiled hand
and cunning finger..
rust PTE ft in.
• Pt/111'Y DARCI.
Tic.' bee- room of Boausses was fully
twenty-,.ix feet squardin the clear. save
kr the small corner cut out for "the
bar'''and another small corner for the
"wash-bent-it" and its appurtenances.
A hard, slick oak floor merle a capital
surface for jig-dancing; and Mr. Mar-
tin was at the moment of our entrance
availing himself of all its facilities. He
had just Mashed a "round," and with
the-concluding caper half a dozen loud
invitations to "take sornethin'" re-
sounded on all sides. From the med-
ley of invitations Mr. Martin elected
to drink with Judge Barker, who was
one of the most enthusiastic of ap-
plaudere, and was so carried away that
a general invitation to drink with the
judge was alleged to be extended, and',
et all events, was promptly accepted
by three
-fourths of the crowd.
During, the twenty minutes interval.
in which a babel of loud voices kept
everylxxly looking from one to another
of the crowd rout7d the bar, the fiddler,
-
Tire PIGZON WING.
Pitting in his chair and temporarily ex-
cluded by the crowd otatanding men
and boys, piticked mei by the coat
fleece.
"Do you know ajfthem men at the
counter?" be asked, jerking his head
In the directio of the bibulous cluster
otifritgitierientdet.leimei tenoning in the north-
west cornier ot th me bar-roo . I
n
"W is Judge Barks?"
°T tall man there with the high
shi -collar tin his heir hangun down'
ween his eyes-that un there right
dun' Mu-re-"
"Before Mertinr" lie asked, as I
"Then, which is hittler tho
big lass yes ?"
"'flint oliert. lietivy•ant 1111111 them
wIlls
tot o Ith the red bandana
hnokercher tied 'Poen' his head
there?" Evitleutly with surprise and
disappointment at the personnel of
"big lawyer."
"Yoe, that's hint."
...an' who's that big,.slionidered fel-
ler this sitle 'int?"
-That's Seat Dary, the race
-hoes
slit ci.
s name's Dary, too,
Lain'', et?"
-Yes. lie's the sheriff. He don't
have much sheriffun to do only when
court's leytir. He blacksmiths most
us the time.
'1 Ile tiddler grunted something and
sat eilent for a moment.
"Who's that young feller with the
straw hat?" he presently asked.
-That's Doc Maye. That ole pot-
bellied feller tother side ity int is pie
Dftv."fijilieliY:ilon't like ono another so
overly much, do they?" he asked, with
a gi"linNut no overly," I mid, with a re-
eptetelve grin. "'flint other tile feller
with the white lint is tile 11111 Shipley.
Un that' un with Ilict Jimmy witwintta is
1 Joe Enid. the Man at owns the it -ti
Line -the race-hoist its to run agiu
the Tunnyelift horst next Thursday.
Court's a-go-un to tijitrit to see the
rai•s•tilit it, is ut?" muttered the fid-
dler, in an under-tone. Whose tham
three federa closte to the Major tiler*"
"That un with the white wesket is
Jim Gro-uus, a lawyer h-yur. The
othern with the pipe in his month ist - -
by Speed, anothalawyer. L's use one
with the white linen ooat on is Lum
Sparks, another lawyer. Un then
the-"
"The rest uv um is the fellers 'at bangs
roun Bogusses most all the time, haint
they? Do they ever get into any
fights?"
"Fights!" said Buck, coming up at
the instant. "Lots nv um. See that
little short feller uth the blue flannel
shirt on? At.' Bill Dikes. They' six a
the Dikeses 11-yur, un theyve all ben
sailors. Yes sir! by gum, they're gut
anchors un ships, tin sich, tattooed all
ever thur arms. Ilaint they. Jim?''
"Ole Doc ben a sailor, too,
brunt 'et, Buck? Un Shipley, un Ellet,
the two Sparksez, tin tham three Un-
derpint fellers; un'
"All ruther oldish like men, too,
!taint they? Un all board offun your
pap, don't they, Buck?" And the gos-
siping fiddler laughed a short, rapid
little laugh that had athe singular, un-
feeling quality of being mitohed Itt
least an octave above his ordinary key
in conversation-a quality, that I hays
ever since associated /with a selftsh.
designing and unfeeling nature. But.
then, you couldn't miss the truth much
in applying such tests to the unravel-
ing of character, since the selfish, de-
signing and unfeeling are so numerous
that you could scarcely throw a stone
without inadvertently hitting one.
At this very moment the dancer ad-
vanced in a half-bent posture, leading
Judge Barks by the hand. Ile was say-
ing, as he came up:
"I've only known hies half a day.
jrulge. But lie's a splentlid teller, an'
the best fiddler in the State, I judge.
You see I run acrost 'im down at the
ferry way below h-vur whur I stopped
to food un git my dinner. He was
play-un "Luther Breeches" its I drove
up. Uri Ise; szi, ef you'll wait till I
put up, I'll dance that fur you. Un
thingeekly we had the porch full a peo-
ple watchun us, un tickled to death.
They wouldn't let sus pay a cent fur
nuthun. Un I taken Smith-his
name's Smith. judge--into my buggy
un brung 'im along to Boguses. Mr.
Smith, let me introduce you to Judge
Barks. Judge Berke, my friend Mr:
Hunter Smith, tiv whtir did you say.
Smith? Bletne el 1 don't furgit
now." Anti the naturally exuberant
Mr. Martin laughed with- swat natural
and extremely comical twisting tip of
the outer angles of his eyes and the
corners of his mouth, and such merry
dancing of his black eyes, that every
body laughed with hint-save myself.
perhaps.
I was watching the introduction of
the learned judge and the accom-
plished Mr. Hunter Smith with a Nil-
lage boy's vague and shadowy notion
of seeing something to be studied and
imitated.
"Happy to make your acquaintance.
Judge Barks," said Mr. Hunter Smith,
rising and holding fiddle and bow in
his left hand whilst he took the judge's
right hand in his own firm and muscu-
lar rrasu.
.TO BR C01.1111.11:ID
Kentucky's Gorernors.
• . . it. IS Ontrier-Journa.
Gen. Simon Bolivar Buckner is the
twenty-seven th incumbent of the office
of Governor of Kentucky. With his in-
duction low the °Mee begins the twen-
ty-fifth administration. But two gen-
tlemen were ever twice elected to the
governorship in the State. They were
Isaac Shelby and James Garrard. Shel-
by was the first Governor
' 
his tern, last-
lug from 1792 to 1796. He was again
elected Governor in 1812, and held the
office until 1816. James Garrard, who
was elected in IZ06, was re-elected In
1800, Ma term expiring in Isoc. Ile is
the only individual who held the Olive
through two etaxeseive terms. John
L. 'Jelin and l'reetou 11 Leslie, who
filled out unexpired terms in the guber-
natorial office, were afterward elected to
that office. Twioe in the history of the
State has the Speaker of the Senate as-
sumed the duties of Governor of the
State--once when Magoffin abdicated in
1862 and James F. Robinson became
Governor, and 'gun in 1871, when, up-
on the resignation Of acting Gov. Ste-
venson, Preston H. Leslie succeeded to
the office.
The following named gentlemen hare
been Governors of Kentucky in the or-
der named:
Isaac Shelby from 1792 to 1796.
James Garrard from 1796 to 1800. He
was re-elected in 1500 and served until
l04.
Christopher Greenup from 18104 until
1808.
Charles Scott from 1808 until 1512.
Isaac Shelby from 1812 until 181e.
George Madison from June, 1816 to
October of that year, a her he died, and
Gabriel Slaughter, Lieutenant Govern-
or. assumed the dutiee of the Governor's
office until 1520,
John Adair from 1820 to 1834.
Joseph Desha from 1824 to 1828.
Thomas Metcalfe from 1828 to 1832.
John Breathitt from -1832 until hie
death, Feb. 1. 1834, when James T.
Morehead, Lieutenant Governor, took
the oath of office, and served until le3C..
James Clark from 1836 until his death,
September 27, 1836, when Charles A.
Wickliffe, Lieutenant Governor, became
Governor, serving until 1840.
Robert I'. Letcher from 1840 to 1544.
William Oa eley from 1e44 to Itsle.
John J. Crittenden from 1.4'4 until-he
resigned. Judy 31, Iseel, when John
Heim, Lieutenant Governor, succeeded
to the office, holding it until the first
fueetlay in September, 1851.
Lazarus W. l'owell from 1851 to leeS,
'lira. S. Morehead from 11335 to leee.
}Serial' Magoffin from 1e59 to Apgust
18, 1e4.12. when he reeigned. and there
being a vacancy in the office of Lieu-
tenant Governor, James F. Robinson,
Speaker of the Senate, became Govern-
or, and served till 1e63.
Thomas E. Brionlette from 1e63
1867.
John L. helm was elected Governor
in 1867, but lived only a few days after
taking the oath of office. At his death
John W. Stevenson, Lieutenant Gov-
ernor, assumed the duties of the Govern-
or's office until Feburary 13, 1871, when
fie resigned to take his seat in the Uni-
ted states senate. preston II .
Speaker of the Senate, acted as Govern-
or until 1871.
J'reston H. Leslie from September
1871 to 1875.
James B. McCreary from 1875 to 1e79.
Luke P. Blackburn from 1879 to Poet.
.1. Proctor Knott from le83 to 1887.
Milton Bolivar slittekiter vies Inaugu-
rated August 31), 1887.
LIttell's Whig Age.
The numbera of The Living Age for
August *0th and 27th and Sept. ad, con-
tain The International Law of the
Culled mates, Edinburgh; After Six
Years, by Sir Mount-Stuart Grant Duff;
The Creatures we Breathe, '1'he Trials of
a Country Parson. and Dogs in Germa-
ny, Nineteenth Century; Painting the
"scapegoat,- Coutemporary Lite anti
Thought in China, and Modern Hietori-
ans RIO their Influence on Small
Contemporary ; :salvation by
Torture at Kalman, Fortnightly; The
Profession of Letters, Macmillan; The
Dolomites of the Pranks, Coruhill: The
Queen of the Scottish Lakes. and The
Deficiencies of a "Well-Regulated
Mind," Spectator; A Kirghette Bethro-
the), and The Use and Abuse of the
Piano, St. James; Our Two Selves,
Queen; The Plethora of Fruit, News;
with instalments of "Richard (able,'•
"An Adventure in ('ariboo," "Major
Lawrence," and "Major and Minor,"
and poetry.
For fifty-two nunibers of sixty-four
large page. each 'or more than 3,300
pages a year) the eitherriptIon (el is low
while for 110.50 lit.' publishers offer to
send any one of the American $4 (JO
intnithliert or weeklies with 'flue Living
Age for ayear, both poatimiti Littell &
Cu,, Boehm, are the publishers.
•
After Throe Years.
W.- F. Walton, of Springfield, Tenn.,
says : "I have been suffering with. Neu-
falgia in my lace and head off and en
for three yeare. I purchased • box of
Dr. Tanner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure
anti took eight of the pills. I have not
felt any symptoms of Nueralgia since.
It gives nie pleasure to recommend IL"
Sold icy all druggists.
r.
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THE
 NEW
 ERA.1
-PI'BLISHED Or-
Ista Erg Printing and Ptiblishing
TAR1EF REFORM.
Mr. Carlisle has been spending sever-
al days at Oakview eith Piesident
Cleveland and the Washington Star
prints the following concerning theA TEAK.
vista:
Sir OMCII NRW LILA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
11110/PILINST11./LA. ilEldwama N.
mongsTasine
Owe teeth Am laseettim
meek addittlesal temirtion, - -
Maim by the measis. marts, or year, ma be
rie applicaties le the Proprietor.
arTraissimet advertisements must be mild for ta
advatees.
Camps am yearly advertessmeats will be col-
MON Issartmls
•II adventessmeats Maimed without speculed
Yam will be choreal tee until sedecee out.
Arusouecemisele at Marriages sed Deaths, sot ea-
Needing svit nark ass mama se Freemen pate
itshed yetis.
gr osmium Nestese. asematima or Nessiesi assi
other sheiks seldom live soma per See.
FRIDAY. SEPTEMBER 9. 1887.
Tbe Kentucky Military Institute and
the Capital City Brewery were sold for
debt at the same gale a few days ago
Thud do education and beer go down
together, and what are the Prohibition-
ists going to do about this.
Washington now the worst doc-
tored city on the globe. Five thousand
of the M. De. have assembled in the
Potomac data and they have come from
all quarters of the known world. The
oerasion is the asseinbliog of the Ninth
International Medical Congrese.
The corn crop in Tennessee haa been
more benedted by the Late rains 41111.1.
was supposed poesible. Pastures are
improved and the crop of apples and
potatoes will be about half ad large as
usual. The moon crop has been cut
short 413,000 bales in the Memphis di.-
trict by drouth, rust and worm.
It DOW seems pretty certain that a
compromise Tariff bill, which Mr. Ran-
dall will accept, will be reedy for early
passage by the next l'ongress. Con-
gresamen Carlisle and Mills, (of Texas,,
and editor McClure, of Philadelphia
Times, are supposed to be making up
the bill uow at Washington.
It is said that if Hon. Sam E. Hill ac-
cepts the position ot Adjutant General
that a Republiean succeed him in
the Senate. He Is a hold-over Senator,
and his district is composed of the coun-
ties of Butler, Muldenberg and Ohio,
which at the recent election gave Brad-
ler a majsrity of about 1,200,
The Confederate veterans at Chatta-
nooga are going to present Mies Winnie
Davis a handaome gold badge, pendant
from which is a handsome gold star,
bearing the letters emblazoned thereon,
"Varina," that being Miss Davis' name.
On each of the five points of the star is
a hantieome diamond, giving the whole
a most beautiful appearance.
H. T. 13esuregard, son of the ex-
Confederate General, who im the resid-
ing genius of the Louisiana lottery. is
ooe of tbe leading business men of San
Diego, California.-Ex.
In this he displays better sense than
his once illustrious father and deserves
more the respect of honest people.-Pa-
ducah Standard.
It is too sad that the Standard
has never drawn a prize. It ought fo
have had a ticket in the New ERA draw-
ing last Monday.
Nine out of ten of the Federal office-
holdeis Maseachusetti are Republi-
cans and the Democrats of the "wooden
nutmeg" State are beginning Ito call up-
on the administration in terms not tO be
disregarded to change this order of
thing. at once. The President is report-
ed to be oomewhat disturbed over the
matter, having depended on Secretary
„Endicott to keep the boys in line and
the distinguished head of the War De-
' partment baring failed to keep the line
"dressed."
It is stated that Gov. Buckner will
use the pardoning power sparingly. He
is a man of firmness and decision, but
in reverting from one extreme he should
not lapse into another. There has been
little complaint of ex•Gover nor Knott's
excessive pardouing of criminals, and
perhaps he about struck the right pace.
One of his latest acts was to release an
innocent man who had been sent up
from Louisville for six years; and it
not infrequently occurs that circum-
stances environ • man vadat at one
time will convict him and which are
subsequently explained.
Another appalling theatre tire has
shocked the world. At Exeter, Eng-
land, Monday night, during a per-
formance of the "Romany Rye" to a
packed house in one of the largest thea-
tres, tire broke out behind the scenes
end the luevitable stampede occorred.
One hundred and thirty people lost
their lives and hundreds more were in-
jured. At this "day and time" such a
thing should be impossible and the poe-
sibilitie of modern architecture leave
no excuse for the existence of these
vast death-traps. Laws prohibiting the
aseembling of people in such houses
have become a public necessity in the
large oitles of the land.
The Costnercial Travelers' League
AINfitlit hilt been orgoni.ed it Chi.
um* Tlao trillion of tide seaticiallott le
nibs promotion of better aselualistanote,"
Otineeity of mush orgsnlitallon
been apparent, Ties poor, tim.
drommer haa a fearful time getting
aimualuted with Noe only the tough mer-
chants whom he necessarily ettoounters;
but alio the shy, shrinking bosrding-
school girls and the gay and fascinating
grass widows who flit before him but to
dazzle 'razzie dazzle) and then elude
him forever. He ought to be "protect-
ed," aided and abetted in his noble
work and a close corporation for that
purpose ehould be crganized. I.o, the
poor drummer, let us get nim acquaint-
ed at once.
A LITTLE ASTRONOMY.
l'he beautiful queen of the stellar uni-
verse, Venus, which has been the crown
Jewel of our evening skies, will disap-
pear on September 21st for a visit of a
year. King Jupiter will take her place
la the glowing west, and while not so
splendid se the departing princess still
none other of the starry hoste can match
glorious honors with him. But In two
months he'll lee gone, and the King of
Day must ko down eaeh evening unat-
tended save by fixed stars and leaving a
trail sometimes of zodiacal splendor.
Another astronomical event for this
month is the harvest moon. It can Al-
ways be known as that moon which
tulle in September nearest the equinox.
The harvett moon roeie last evening. Its
peculiarity is that it skirts along tbe
horizon rising about the saine time for
oeveral evenings. " ne moon fulls
gaain I ict. lst -ven nearer the equl-
..ox than its September riv al, hence
this year we will have two harvest
moons. The peculiar effect of the har-
vest moon on evening strolls and sweet!
wooing has long been a subject of sing I
and sentiment, and it is at this season
that most of the late Fall and Winter
marriages are arranged.
tin September 21 the day and night
will be equal. On that day the Sun,
who haa been spending his summer
amongst northern lakes and mountains
will croes tbe "line" for the Southern
hemisphere, leaving us soon to see "the
beautiful" and hear the fotil winds roar.
He will be gone just six months, when
on March 2Ist lie crosses the "line" for
his annual northern 'telt, bringing the
Mean end beauty of spring and the
heat and mtiequitos of summer in hie
Into.
NEMS.
confitied hog-thief set fire to thejail at Fayetteville, Tenn., and it was
totally consumed.
A panther that escaped from a me-
nagerie is die cause of great excitement A Large and
near Geneva, Ill.
"It IP now altogether probable that ,
the tsriff reformers will be able to meet l'wo lit,tle boys were riding near
Jeckecn, leen, wnen their horee ranthe revenue question un the assembling
away and killed one of them.of Congress with more than a lair chaece
socovos. There vk iii a welour" A strike of brakemen on the Louis-brought forth am soon as Congress con- , ville & Nashville and Alabama & Greatvetoes, witieh will likely have the in- southern railroads is threatened.dorsement of the Administration. Tne
I lie &omit in Garrard county Lennie-President, the Secretary of the 'Frew-
lied with unabated *everity, and writerury and Speaker Carlisle have been con-
Id IOW in Lencaster at twenty-five centsentering the matter since Congreas ati-
per barrel, with the supply growingjimmied, and it is not 'improbable that
the preeent visit of Mr. Carliele to the Illitirt•
Preeident at Oekview will reeult in the The Safe of the Dirke county (0.)cultuitiation iit their plan. It Is posci Trea..tiry was (-mind open and $48,0V0 ofble that the •;itt-tiker's visit to K the nimbi were misedig. 'treasurer Si-ton at this tone Wei.4 expreatily for the mon anti his ;ion 11-rri have been arrest-purpose ot eonsulting with the Presi- eti atiti charged with die robbery.dont upon this subject. It is expected „
lhe North American Kreiger Buildat the Treasury departtuent that Secre-
tary hairchild, who is now on his Yam-
don, will soon return to Washington.
It is probable that he comes to meet the
Preeiiient cud Mr. Carlitsle.- The result
or the Allentowu convention is quite
sateelactory to the tariff retormers. once
it shows that the influence ot the admin-
istration is strong even in Peninsyl-
vaunt. They propoee to take advantage
of the situation, and present a plan for
the reduction of the revenues, that Mr.
Randall will tind it hard to reject con-
aistently after etoloring the Allentown
platform. The plan being prepared
will conform strictly with the• tariff
resolution there adopted. It will abol-
ish Cie tobacco tax, but leave the whis-
ky tax where it is, and will make •
large reduution the customs duties on
necresariela of life, aecordance with
the Preeident's utteranees on the sub-
ject. The internal Revenue feature is
admitted as a compromise, and will be
tolerated only in connection with a
very positive reduction of customs.
There will be no acknowledgment of
protection.
It le likely that the reduction of the
custom, will be more sweeping than
Mr. Randall would agree to, though it
is hoped that the whole party be
brought to work together harmoniouely.
But the Atlininiseration will occupy a
firm and unqualified position, and it is
belleved that the character of the hill
and the influence of the Administra-
tion will entirely silence opposition
within die party. The forced agree-
ment between Meesrs. Eandall and
Scott at Allentown ie significant
view of die poaition takeu by the Preel-
dent, and may mean that the former
will not oppoee the consideration of a
bill brought forth from the Administra-
tion according to the plans foreshad-
owed by Mr. Breckinridge, of Arkan-
sas. Mr. Scott was in Washington
shortly before the Allentowu conven-
tion, and talked the matter over with
the President antl Secretery Fairchild.
Editor Singerly conferred with the
President likewise, it will be remem-
bered, in his yacht on the Potomac.
The administration is telly conneitted
to a strong attitude on the tariff. While
there has been no general eonference of
a large number of men in one place;
there have been important consulta-
tions between individual leaders and
the President. Mr. Mills, of Texas,
who is to be the Chairman of the Ways
and Means committee in the next
HoLse, is in the city and has had con-
ferences with Mr. Car.iale. The Bu-
reau of Statietice hae been called on for
figures on custom duty to show lust
where the memo effective reductions
could be made, and how the revenue
would be effected thereby."
It le quite encouraging to know that
leaders iu the Democratic party are
conferring, thus early, as to some defi-
nite and practiced efforts at tariff reform
in the next Congress and the fact that
the President seems to be in full accord
with the reformers ie still more encour-
aging. But that these gentlemen
should shape their cause with refer-
ence, In any reepect, to Mr. Samuel J.
Randal!, of Penneylvania, Id as re-
markable as it is discouraging to the
"rank and file'' In the party and the
great body of tax-ridden tonsumers of
this country. It has always been ap•
parent that Mr. Carlisle made a great
and a disastrous mistake in placing Mr.
Randall in a position to defeat any and
all Tariff Legislation which did not suit
his cold-blooded, monopoly-serving
ideas; and it is about time that Mr.
Carlisle was diecovering this fact. As a
leader in the party and so prominently
identified with the Tariff-reform wing
of it, the great Kentuckian has an im-
mense responsibility resting upon him.
In order to meet thls responsibility as
the exigency of the times demands, he
must lay aside the misguided conserva-
tism, or mistaken ideaa of courtesy, or
the "somewhat," whatever it is that
has made him so considerate of Mr.
Randall. The gentleman from Re-
publican Pennsylvania, representing,
as a Democrat, a Republicen constitu-
ency, is entitled to no consideration,
whatever, at the hands of honest Demo-
crats who want to abolish the iniqui-
tous system that is sapping the very
life-blood of our country. Ilia high-
haniled masquerading should he tolera-
ted no longer inside the ranks-he
should, in fact, be brought into Demo-
cratic measures, or kicked out of the
party. There is no compromising with
such a man. He represents but one
idea and fulfills a prescribed mission
and whet] his usefulnees to his Republi-
can employers is abridged, or des-
troyed, then Mr. Randall's career as a
stateeman will suidenly and surely
end. We earneotly hope that the next
Congreas will bring about "this con-
summation most devoutly to be wished."
CA-RLISLE's DECLINE.
Tha Louisville Commercial, which!.
a modern crews between a Copperhead
Democrat and a Republican Mugwump,
take. a special delight In antagon is 'rig,
In every possible way the powers that
be slid the prominent and sueeemlill
politieland Of the ;Hale. This spirit is
aptly viteilipliarel In an alleged spoolai
from Covington publialteti a tow elay.
ago, Whiek a• shourel 1M II is Impose.
slide, 'I he telegram Is as fullowsl
"dpealierearlIsie has lately been In•
terviewed sliver& timer, and hie views
as expressed, leave caused a great deal
of comment amoug people of all shades
of polities' opinion in this city, which
he claims to be his home. It has come
to the poiut with the national speaker
here, that every time he speaks with
reference to a question of public policy
he makes a dozen votes for the new
party, all from the reeks of the Democ-
racy. He has spoken several times of
Isle and the reaeit will be a largely In-
creased labor vote at the October elec-
tion.
Everyone with the least degree of in-
telligence knows that Mr. Carlisle false-
ty represented the rause of the Demo-
cratic defeat in this State last month; in
fact, he Kays there was no defeat at all-
only a few thousand stay-at-home
Democrat*, and that the vote was 8,000
les. than in 1884. He says that protect-
ionists are rapidly becoming free-trail-
ers, or, as he delighta to term the latter,
tariff reformer.. Persone not living in
the vicinity of Covington and Newport
have no idea of the feeling here against
Mr. Carlisle and his views. I have It
as my honest end candid opinion that It
Is very doutotel whether or not the
Speaker could be elected to Cougrees
to-morrow on a full vote in the 8ixth
district. It is more than doubtful
whether lie will be renominated next
year."
Senator Beck's handful' of opponents
have not abandoned their search for g
candidate to set up against him. The
latest name suggested is that of Hon.
W. L. Reeves, of Todd county, circuit
Jedge in the Bowling Green district.
Judge Reeves is quite an able man, but
has too much diseretion to enter such a
hopeless rsce. We observe the Bowling
Green Times, which was a Standiford
organ, boorningJudge Reeves in double
leads.-Owensboro Messenger.
If Judge Reeves should decide to
stand for the place, the "handfull of op-
ponents" will speedily swell into an
army such AA the doughty Scotchman
has never yet bad to face. Judge
Reeves is one of the native-born Ken-
tuckians who "fears no foe in shining
armor" and whose "discretion" is never
run away with by his "valor." Ken-
tucky would do herself proud to honor
such a man and Southern Kentucky
would rise with ote accord and start
the ball to rolling.*
What say you Judge Reever ?
Frank is again to be Hurd in Ohio
and we hope he may be Hurd, oh, high-
er still when the next Congrese shall
assemble.
met in Chicago Monday. In the pro-
em salon through the streete there were
6,000 former stildiera iti the German
ariny, nearly ail wearing decorationci
Mr. Robert Lincoln says that in view
of the inaguitude of the businews inter-
eine lie would have to surrender,
that -the office ot Vice President is not
ot such importance that I could afford to
think of such a tit ing."
it Ls reported from Chattanooga that
Mars' 1'. Polk, the defaulting Trees-
urer Tennetteee, who was believed to
have died amid been buried several years
ago, is still alive and well iii the City of
Mexico, where, it is said, he was recent-
ly seen by oue Gamble, of Anuiatoti,
Ale , who w..a well acquainted with him.
Mr. George C. Cohen, a promluent
young lawyer ot Lawrenceburg, while
pitting in the aecond-story window of a
barber shop last Saturday evening
awaiting hie turn to be waited upon, ac-
cidentalty fell tc the pavement below,
his right leg being fractured near the
hip, the injury being deemed very dan-
gerous,
Gov. Gordon and Gen. Pierce M. B.
Young, of Georgia, are arronging
great military display on the battle-
field of Kennesaw Mountain, to occur
on the occasion of the President's visit.
Four batteries, ten companies of cavalry
and six thouaand infantry will partici-
pate lu ale battle which is to last two
hours.
Preeident 0. A. Little, of the South-
ern Forestry Congress, has called a
meeting 01 that body to be held at
a4onte Sam). Huntsville, Ala., October
2titli. The (laver:tors of the States are
requested to send one delegate from
each congressional district, and Boards
of Trade as many representative* as
they way desire. Special low rates will
be made with all the railroad lines.
The glittering cotton crop reports of
July have been rudely repelled. The
extreme drouth, rust and worms have
done deadly work, and what prondeed
six weeks ago to be a great yield has
dwindled to below the average, and in
many sections the crop will fall short of
that ot last year. Corn has not suffered
so badly, and good reports come from
Miesissippi and Alabama, while in Ar-
kansas and Tenneesee the yield is only
an average.
Personal.
Mr. N. H. Frohlicstein, of Mobile,
Ala., writes: I take great pleasure in
recommending Dr. King's New Discov-
ery for Consumption, having used it for
a aevere attack of Bronchitis and Catarrh
It gave me instant relief and entirely
cured me and I have not been afflicted
since. I also beg to state that I had tried
other remedies with no good result.
Ilave also used Electric Bitters and Dr.
King'a New Life Pills, both of which I
can recommend.
Dr. King's New Discovery for Con-
sumption, Coughs and Colds, Is gold on
a poeitive guarantee, at H. B. Garner's
City Pharmacy, 50 cents and $1. per
bottle.
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Shattered Ambitions.
'Louisville Commercial.'
Starting into a new political year, and
dusting off the vacant legislative seats,
suggests departed statesmen and blight-
ed hopes. Two years ago a number ot
ambitious men walked into the State
House at Frankfort, prepared to startle
the.universe with their eloquence and
their statesmanship. Where are these
misguided men now ?
Speaker Charles Offutt has gone West
to grow up with a country where "d-d
gambling bills" do not exist. The Hon.
Wm. C. Owens has retired to private
life until an office that suits his fastiduous
taste makes its appearance. Senator A-
Berry was distanced in the Gubernatol
rial handicap, and is devoting his time
to collecting the receipt* of his Cincin-
nati ferry boat monopoly. Senator "Bob"
Burnett is whittling soft pine in front of
a Trigg county grocery store, and spit-
ting at venturesome Mee for the ginger
ale.
Col. Phil B. Thompson. Sr., was
drowned in a barrel of lemonade during
a temperance storm at Harrodsburg, and
for all practical political parposee has
departed this life. "Uncle Billy" Mer-
edith was stabbed to death wi,h his own
miserable record at Bowling Green. W.
P. Thorne was ridden on a prohibition
rail in Henry county by George Bur-
rouglie. His remains are fertilizing the
corn fields of his native land.
The list eould be extended, bht the
subject is too paieful. May theme die-
tiuguished politicians rest in peace.
Give Them a Chance.
That is to say, your lungs. Also all
your breathing machinery. Very won-
derful machinery it is. Not only the
larger air-passages, but the thousands
of little tubes and cavities leading from
them.
When these are clogged and choked
with matter which ought not to 4e there,
your lungs cannot half do their work.
And what they do they clannot do well.
Call it cold, cough, croup, pneumo-
nia, eataarh, consumption or auy of the
family of throat and nose and head and
twig obstructions, ail are bad. All
ought to be got rid of. There is jest
one sure way to get rid of them. That
is to take Boschees German Syrup,
whiela ally druggist will sell you at 75
mite a bottle. Even If every thing elee
halt felled you, you thiay depend upon
this for uerteln,
Misspent Lite Of a Yining Woneeit,
1144•4=MIng
(eito •frireliatis.
the last Thursday itioeultig AM 061.
Walker, a (1414glitor of Ur, U, U,Willis, of this middy, w as Nuall
In room in her father'. limiest. She
eloped with a man named W. 'I'. Walk-
er, who was her brother-in-law, within
a few weeks after the death of Walker's
wife, who was an older sister, and
they reported that they lied been mar-
ried. This was in April, 18a5. Sallie
was only eighteen or eineteen years of
age at that time, and wae an exceeding-
ly liandeome girl. Walker afterwards
got into some trouble, and WW1 indicted
in this county and moved away. Wehave been told that they removed to
Illinois, in which State he and Sallielived until June le.85, when she lefthim. Since therkshe ham, it is supposed,
lived a roving 'life. She stopped at
Nashville, Tenn., a white and was in
the city hospital (ruin June, 1887, to
the 1st of August, 1887, when she left
there and came home, broken down in
spirit and health, where she relit tined
In Ill health tip to the time elle endedher mortal existence by the use or chlo-
roform.
Walker, the unfortunate husband,
when last heard from war with some
feather rennovators In one of the Pur-
chase counties, perhape Calloway.
esieser--
The Skin can be Kept soft and White
and free from that taint of porspiration
by adding Darbys Prophylactic Fluid
to the water used in bathing. It re-
moves all offensive smell froni the feet
or any part of the body. Used le a
tooth-wash it will harden the gums,
preserve the teeth, cure tooth-ache and
make the breath pure and sweet: Cures
chafing and inflammation. Piles. Scald
Feet, etc.
He Mae Safe, Nowadays.
1. row the Detrnit Tribune.
There in eomething Inexpressibly sad
In connection with tile dethronement of
Shakespeare by Ignatius Donnelly. . .
Who knowe when a few more genera-
tions shall have passed away, but Wen-
dell Phillip., will be the accepted author
of the Georgia Glenn bill?
Habitual Constipation
And kidney and liver ills, depending
on a weak or inactive condition of the
kidneys, liver or bowels, are successful-
ly and permanently cured only by the
use of the gentle yet effective laxative
and diuretic, Syrup of Figs. Its advan-
tages are evident; It is easily taken,
pleasing to the taste, acceptable to the
stomach, harmless to the moot delicate
system, and truly beneficial in effect.
For sale in 50 eente and $1.00 bottles by
H. B. GARNER. Hopkineville, Ky.
e
OUR DISTRIBUTION,
THE BIGGEST THING OF THE
SEASON.
Enthusiastic Audience III
Atteedance.
MANY OF WHOM GO AWAY HAPPY.
THE LI CAW TICKET!' AND THE
HOLDERS THEREOli•
Look Out for Next aear.
The Grand Gift Distribution of $1,000
worth of valuable presents to the sub-
scribers of the Nee Kite took plaee ac-
cording to programme in the City Court
Room yesterday. The house was pack-
ed with a jolly crowd of ticket-holdere
and everything peered off smoothly and
pleasantly. From early in the morning
clear up to 3 o'clock, the hour of the
drawing, the good people of Christian
and adjoining counties-snd in fact
nearly all over the United statee-flock-
ed hi to the office and the Court room
and gathered up tickets for the drawing.
Our subscription list to both 'Fri-Weekly
and Weekly now stands swelled by
many hundreds, which in the last week
have come in-there is still room for a
few more-and this connection, we
pause to ray that we will have another
drawing next year, fully as big and
maybe bigger than this one
The list of lucky numbers and the
holders of same, is as follows:
505-$5.00 worth of calico, Frank Rol-
ston, Hopkinsville, Ky.
692-Book, J Z Meissimore, Bainbridge
368-$5 00 worth of millinery, H J
Vagli, Fairview. .
767-Book, C B Cheri', Longview.
104-Book, C X Trice, Ft. Worth, Tex.
101-Silver thimble, J H [Allman, Gar-
rettaburg.
1660-Sub. to Tri-Weekly New Era, W
J Powers, Lafayette.
1261-New Home sewing machine, J 0
Smith, Cerulean Springs.
607-Book, J M Alder, Fruit Hill.
52-Book, E W Brackrogge, City.
392-1 set Dickens' Works, J T Smith,
Fairview.
1446-4 linen towels, Jno C Day, City.
593-Plated Castor, T H Benton, Ash-
ley, Ill.
650-Hat, J H Thacker, Bennetts:own.
299-Set china, P Ryan, Memphis,
Tenn.
528-Book, Miss E I) Vinson, New-
stead .
73-Small clock, G W Rodgers, Jr.,
Hopkineville.
492-Book, Mrs K A E Hudson, Hu-
mansville, Mo.
fp-Steel engraving, 'I' J Haddock,
HopkIneville.
873-Dook, B F Brown, Era.
827-Calico dress, 11 C Davis, llop-
kinsville.
892-No. Al Oliver Chilled Plow, R F
Finch, New Madrid, Mt
579-Calico dress, C W Lacy, City.
524-$2.00 artist's material, A C Baker,
Galveston, Tex.
874-Stereroeeope, Dr W E McCord,
Era.
1657-Book, L I, O'Neal, Longview.
883-Book, N Wade, Fairview.
219-Cooking stove,Ferd Schmitt, City.
1603-Pr. sleeve buttons, A E Word,
Beverly.
55-Watch chain, C M Lathatu, City.
199-$5 00 worth of dry goods, W H
Sizemore, Crofton.
1091-Tollet get, H 1' Underwood, Pon.
971-Set knives, C B Williams, City.
459-Set of books, Fountain Cox, Hop-
kinsville.
551-$5 00 worth of job printing, W H
Lee, City.
271-Tobacces serew, .1
ensboro.
170-$2.00 worth of tube paints, Mrs M
J Vaughn, City.
1272-Subscription to 'Fri-Weekly
Era, R H Fears, Fruit Hill.
427-Book, Ed White, Fairview.
344-Book, J R King, Pon.
144-$20 Suit of ciothes-G E Gaither,
city.
1443-Wheeler & Wilson Sewing Ma-
chine, Junlue Southern, cad.
256--Picture, W Davis, Fruit Hill.
1076-Pair ladies Gloves, Gil H Smith,
Pembroke.
201-Steel Engraving, J Johnson, city
948-Pair of boots, Mrs W 'Falterer°,
Guthrie.
900-Steel Engraving, H K McBee,
Casky.
1097-Pair Vases, Jas A Payne, Pem-
broke.
800-Book, 11 T Fruit. Pon.
545-Plated Butter-knife, W I. Wilkins
Fairview
536-Box Cigars, J D Ware, city.
463-Scholarehip Louisville, Business
College, John Gary, Hopkins-
vide.
e67-Steel Engrqving, W A Stroube,
HopkIneville.
1448-Book, F D Dulin, col'd, Crofton.
1508-Book W D Moss, Lafayette.
1099-Book, Mrs J M Waller. Trenton.
547Box Cigars, S C Bledsoe, city.
854-Sub. to Weekly Courier-Journal,
Jno Clark, Era, Ky.
960-Sub. to Tri Weekly New J.
W Allen, Elmo.
910-Book, J E McPherson, city.
993-$20 Silver watch, G W Clark, Pon
1521-Set Books, J II Gray, Fairview.
672-Book, W M Dossitt, Alligree.
ifed-Buok, Jim Case, Pon.
81-Book, Z W Morris, HopkinevIlle.
390-Organ, 3 18 Anderson, HopkInoville.
PST.. $1 fkl Moles W Plainer, l'on, Ky
4l3.•.4 Peke W00111101 ii01111,11 '
et, oily, .
ey0eaihat hooka, ti X Handle, oily.
118-teun Cigars, M C Forbes, oily,
11-11reeuh-loatlIng shut gun, T A W
son, Csdia.
639-Plow No.30 Oliver Chilled, Miss
Emit Berry, city.
1053-Books, A H Goodwin, Cerulean
Springs.
876-6 Gentleman's handkerchiefs, A W
Pyle, city.
1438-ladies lace pin,
Kelly.
1513-subecription to
C F Lacy, city.
573-steel etigraving,
Bowling Green.
811-10 yde cello°, Sol:Stnith, Crofton.
751-" " " G M Lacy, "
205-pickle dish, J L Thacker, Lafay-
ette.
83-euh. to weekly New Era, Rev E
W Bottornly,' Henderson,
931-book, Mrs 8 P Cayce, Beverly.
673- " Wm Powell, Fruit Hill.
191-83 worth domestic, R II Tally,
Hopkinsville.
1113-wagon, Coltnan Martin, Kelly's.
542-book, S Hamlin, Paducah.
419- " Miss Lizzie Moore, Win-
chester, Tenn.
200-sub. to:tri-weekly New Era, Jesse
Stamper, Lafayette,
721-book, A J Loyd„Tuscumbia, Ala
:719- " Milton West, Crofton.
587-- " Joel Boyd, Hopkinsville.
779- " A S Caldwell, "
371-ateel engraving, A I) Wade, Fair-
view.
168--cali,!o dress, ten yards. Andrew
Hail, city.
MO -book , .1 W Patton, Sinking Fork.
1049-steel engraving, W F Petty, city.
119-scholarallip, Evansville commer-
cial college, Jas. Arten.
840-churn, Jno L Brame, city:
713-book, Hoeley Dagg, city.
1078-set books, Charlie Finch.
Fairview.
1056-box cigars, Willis J Sizemore,
Cerulean Springs.
586-$5 worth grocerlea, B W ()volley,
Natehes, iss.
93-set books, W W Ware, city.
433-calico dregs, Dr. G Medly, city.
797-e- " " K .1 Ensininger, Crof-
ton.
1038-book, I) I) Wood, Pembroke.
544-Webster's unabriged dictionary,
Rev..1 'I' Barrow, city.
124-book, Ltyne Brom., Fairview.
585-calico dress, W Litchfield,
Bainbridge.
If Reeves, Ow-
D A Walker,
weekly New Era,
P M Owen,
New
428
-book, J Brewer, Fairview.
1465--hook, G. W. Bowles, Caoky.
1648-calico dress, R. F. Weet, city.
111S-book, Jesse Bowling, Crofton.
313-book, J B Lander, Trenton.
508
-Book J P Garnett, Pembroke.
507-85 00 advertising hi New Era J A
Fears Fruit Hill,
188-Fine Ink Stand J 1(1 zer.
1499--oil painting or chromo Jno C Day
City.
1267-book Mies SJ Cavanah, Pon.
1242-4 pairs ladies stockings Edward
Barbee, Longview.
706-book Hammonds, Bainbridge.
527-$3 worth hardware. W S Wortimin.
521-book Jtio B thirtieth city
522 -$5 worth ehieet.ew are Wright
Smith's Grove Ky.
1265-book A J Reeder
1000-box cigars ti .1 ',etcher Fruit
11111 Ky.
310-sub weekly New Era Geo Id Fid-
ler Crofton Ky.
174-book 0 W Barnett, Crofton.
269-fine steel engraving J D Allieon,
Owensboro Ky.
1637-sub 'Fri W. New. Era, D M
1') le, Crofton, K v.
495-sub Weekly New Era, Jno. 1'
Barrett, Petubroke, Ky.
1611-sub Weekly New Era, W H Grace,
White Plains.
1026-fine saddle, J 'I' Coleman, Ben-
nettstow n.
339-book, Mark Gilkey, Crofton
541-music book (Vocal)R W Vaughan,
Sinking Fork.
1429-tobacco screw, Mrs. J J Mitchel,
City.
663-$3 adv., W J Fuller, Crofton.
1412-book, R B Whittaker, Lebanon,
Tenn
1516-Scholarehip, (ohort-hand) J 11
Seargent, Pembroke.
870-book, J 0 Coleman, Saeramen to.
Cal.
871-music folio, J T Barnes Jr.,
Bainbridge.
680-book, W Blaine, Pee Dee, Ky.
490-book, E G Callia, City.
896-book, J W McCord, Kelly.
79-6 ladles handkerchiefs, R Neely
Owensboro.
568-book, J V Hall, Bennettstown.
525-$10. clock, W Sherrill, Hop-
kinsville.
382-sub Scientific Ameriean, Henry
Campbell, eord, City.
262-$2. Stationary, Dr. W R Jones,
Owensboro.
263-10 yards calico, S V Weldon,
0 wensboro.
We the undersigned, state that we
supervised the Nee ERA Premium Dis-
tribution, this day made; that to our
knowledge numbered tickets to corre-
spond with every ticket issued to a sub-
scriber were placed in the box; that the
150 prisee amounting in value to $1,000
were all drawn, by the tickets and hold-
ers above named and that the distribu-
tion Was perfectly fai.• in every respect.
W. C. COOMBS.
C. N. A a DICKSON.
lei 0 tee
Friglittni Waste.
Consumption carries off its thousands
of victims every year. Yes, thousands
of human lives are beirfg wasted that
might be saved, for the fact is now es-
tablished that ooneumption, ite early
stages, is curable. hr. Pleree'e "Gol-
den Medical Discovery" will, if used
in time, effect a permanent cure. It has
no equal as a remedy for bronchitis,
cough's and colds. Its efficacy has been
proved in thousands of cows. All drug-
giste.
se • 4.
Fell Twenty Feet.
A palutui accident occurred to three
houee-buildere, who were employed on
Mr. Bob Owsley's dwelling a few milea
for this city, last Wednesday. W. K.
Bradley and two assistante were on a
scaffold, 'impended out riat on stirrup
iron. The stirrup iron suddenly gave
way, throwing them to the ground, a
distance of about twenty fret. Mr.
Bradley wait injured the most severely
of them all. One of his arms was frac-
tured, and lie received, besides, sundry
severe bruiees about the head and face.
It is thought however, that the skull
was not broken. The other two men,
whoee names we fail to learn, escaped
with a few bruises. Both caught hold
of the ladder just below. It was quite
fortunate that none of the men were
killed.
I Novel Bet.
While I am not a betting man, said F.
J. Cheney, of the firm of F. J. Cheney
& Co., I considered it my religious duty
to make that fellow a bet, you see he
was about dead, and I guest lie would
of died before Spring, it I had not of got
him on the bet. You know some men
had rather lose their life than to toile a
hundred, well Ike iv..a one of that kind,
and we both came ;tear being out, but
saved my hundred snd it only cost
him ten dollars. How's that? He sent
for me one ilay and said the doctors had
given him up to dip, with the catarrh.
I told him that 1 would bet him $100 that
Hall's Catarrh Cure would cure him or
I would give him $100 if it failed. He
took the latter proposition. Thie was
three months ago; you see bow he looks
now, don't you', ail well as any one, and
a dandy -American, Toledo, 0.
Als-
A Killing at Longview.
A terrible tragedy was enacted on
Horace Buckner's farm, near Longview
Thursday morning about o'clock. The
uiesgre particulars so far obtaioable are
about theft :
Horace Buckner seet George Tsylcr
a young boy, aged IN, over to Mr. Hunt's
plies on an errand, While at iluist's
George Taylor engaged In a dispute
*lib mime young isegentel Oyer Win.
negligence or tits part of ilea boys, The
'umber of the viellilmoi Wulf part In the
nuntroverry, *klub resulted he Taylor'.
slapping the woman, leesti Parish,
tired, cams to the defense ol the woman
mei wide quick work of the matter by
stabbing Taylor with a tobacco knife
below the heart and almost disembowel-
int( him. Parish eaeaped through the
woods and has not been heard from
since. Young Taylor died in a few Min-
utes after being cut.
Smaller' Astidote for Malaria.
It Is generally known that Se-fusions
Liver Reguistor le relied upon to secure
imuninity from all malarial disorders.
'1'hie is proven by its popularity, and
anyone who has lived In the South has
seen its cerative effects and the protec-
tion it gives spinet this weakening and
dangerous malady. It acts more
promptly than valomel or quhline, with-
out any of their injuriour coosequenees.
Nisbett-Brown.
Several days ago the New ERA heard
of a sensational elopement from this city
and started out to run It down. It was
subsequently lean ned that no seem ate in-
formation could be obtained and t the
urgent request of partied interestod, the
item was withheld. There Is now no
reason for longer keeping it Lack and
the facts of the matter are these :
Miss Lizzie Brown, only daughter of
Mr. Orna S. Brown, left this city last
week to visit friends at Eddy vide. In a
few days her father got word that she
was married at Cairo, 111., to Dr. W. T.
Nisbett, a promising young physician of
this county. The news wax an utter
surprise, and Mr. Brown could not be-
lieve it. Subsequent information,
however, confirmed the news, and he
learned that the young- couple had re-
turned to St. Charles aril were stopping
with an aunt of the bride's there. Ile
at once sent for them to come hotne and
be forgiven: and they hastened to do so.
There was no objection to the young
groom and no cause for the elopement,
except a father's natural disinclination
to give up an ouly daughter:,
"Be wise to-day : 'tie madness to de-
fer." Don't neglect your cough. If
you do your fate may be that or the
countless thousands who have done
likewise, and who to-day fill collet' alc-
oves' graves. Night-sweats, spitting
of blood, weak lungs, and coneurnption
itself if taken in time can be cured by
the use of Dr. Pleree's "Golden Medical
Diecovery.” This wonderful prepara-
tion has no equal SS a remedy for lung
and throat 11/4011011. All druggists.
'.7.09t9r0.450‘2949199a9i999.4.......4.004,4.C.C‘W44...,NC446•.4.009.../.998490.0.9.JD.*
Rev. T. (I. Heen's Will Probated-
The last will and testament of Rev.
T. G. Keen, D. D. recently deceased,
was filed probate In the Clerk', office,
Monday. He tnakee the following pro-
visions in said will :
lie bequeaths* house and lot at Evans-
ville hid., valued at $6,000, to his
daughter, Mrs. Fannie K. Roach. To
Mary L. Armistead, wife of Mr. John
C. Arnistrati, of Petersburg, Va., he be-
queaths $6,000. Bequeaths to Rudolph
P. Keen, his son, in trust to Fannie R.
Roach, a certain note of $2,750, secured
by mortgage, the interest thereof as may
be collected; also four shares of bank
stock together with the dividends clue.
Ile bequeathes whatever money or
real estate may be left after the above
division to be equally divided between
hie two daughtere, Mary L. Armstead
and Fannie K. Roach. A life policy is-
sued by the National Mutual Beuetit
Association, the proceeds to be equally
divided between hie two grandsons,
Eddie C. and Keen Roach sena of Fannie
K. Roach. He bequeaths hie gold watch
and chain and gold headed cane, the
latter presented by the ladies of the Bap-
tist church, to his grandson, Keen Roach.
His library and furniture to his daugh-
ter, Fannie K. Roach for the benefit of
herself amid children. lie asks that his
daughts r, Mrs. Roach be appointed ex-
ecutrix to carryout the provisions of his
will without the necessary required
txiod, either as executrix or trustee fur
his *on, Rudolph P. Keen. He further
requesta Mrs. Fannie K. Roach ask the
advice and aid of his eon-in-law, John
C. Armstead in the execution of his will
especially in relation to any property he
may have in Philadelphia, Pa.
Tha document was witnessed by E. S.
Ragon and A. S. Torian.
Children Starring to Death
On account of their inability to digest
food, will find a most marvellous food
and remedy in Scott's Emulsion of Pure
Cod Liver Oil with Hypophosphites.
Very palatable and esally digested. Dr.
S. W. COHEN, of Waco, Texas, says
"1 e used your Emulsion in Infantile
wal with good results. It not only
restores wasted tissue., but gives
strength and incresees the appetite. 1
ain glkd to use such a reliable article."
Dr. CH•RLES C. G• Kern, Calvert,
Texas, says: "I have used your Emul-
sion for over • year, and have derived
much benedt from it in the marasmus of
children, being tolerated by the stomach
when all other medicaments were re-
jected.
440-
Married-Perhaps te• Meek.
Wednesday afternoon John Wilkins
and Mrs. Ida Brumley applied at the
County Clerk's office for licenee to mar-
ry. The clerk hesitated to grant the
license on account of a suspicion that
the lady already had • living husband,
from whom she had never been di-
vorced. She swore, however, that her
husband was dead antl thereupon the
license was issued anti Judge Winfree
immediately married the couple.
It will be retnembereti that about a
year ago Mr. Brumley deserted his wife
near Bennettatown and eloped with
another woman to Clarksville. The af-
fair created qiiite a sensation in our
neighboring city and the authorities
kept a look-out for the guilty couple for
some time. They got away, however,
and have not been heard of einse.
When her husband left, Mrs. Brumley
came to this city where she has been
living in retired tife until this little af-
fair at the Court-house brought her be-
fore the public. The opinion la quite
trenetal here that Mr. Brumley le not
dead, in which event tile late wife will
be likely to have trouble with our
courts.
Cirenit Court.
The september term of the Circuit
Court opened Mon lay. The follow-
ing citizens made up the grand jury for
the term: J P Glass, G 11 Pool, 11 B
Rogers, Henry Durham, Chas H Howls,
Dr. John Clardy, Rom Hopper, (col)
Ben Bradshaw, Irvin Lauder, (col) Bob
Lander, (col) R. M. Anderson, Drury
Boyd, Martin Davis, Lou Cannon, New-
ton Campbell, 'col) Watt Simms, 'col.)
Judge Grace delivered • very instruc-
tive charge to the Jury, reminding them
of the responsibility of the position they
occupied and how necessary to the wel-
fare and protection of society it was for
them to diecharge their duty faithfully
and fearlessly. Ile called their atten-
tion to the various sections of the crim-
inal code, and pointed out the offenses
which they are to take under cousider-
ation.
In the Circuit Court Tuesday and
Wedneeday, the following offenders
against the peace and dignity of the
Coui mon w eel th were fined : J im
Smithson, injury to stock, $10; John
Brasher and Jas. Southwortii, operat-
ing gambling house $250.
- 
--4•41M•4444--
Frank B. t anipbell Dead.
Mr. Frank B. ( ampbell died at his
residence in this county about six miles
from the city on the Cadiz road, Sunday
night at 11 o'clock. He had long been
in very bed health, and his death was
not unlashed for. Ile died of that fell
destroyer, consumption, The deeeased
was years old, Ils was a ion al Copt,
Julio Cattipbell timosaml, lie lefiVell
wife Slid Mg eltildreti to mourn his hiss.
Frank N. Campbell woo a most extol.
lent man, Ai a ultleett ids tiotiltivithig
adheition to prinelple wets admirable t as
a man of business Ms Integrity was un-
doubted. In his private relations he was
a kind and devoted husband, an affec-
tionate father and a warm and steadfast
friend.
The funeral servioes will be conducted
at the late residence by Rev. Jas. U.
Spurlin, Wednesday morning at nine
o'clock. Interment at City Cemetery.
Death of as Estimable Lady.
Mrs. J. E. Summers, of Cadiz, died
September 1st, at 7:30 p. tn., of typhoid
feeer. She was a daughter of Joseph
mei Mary Gill, of Allensville, Ko., and
was married to Mr. J. E. Summers,
Aug., 1871. She was 32 years old at
the time of her death. Mrs. Sumniers
was a la ly of brilliant intellectual en-
downments. She died as she had al-
ways lived-a devout christian. She
leaves a husband, one son and two
daughters to mourn her loss.
Mrs. Summers was a half-sister to
Mrs. J. O. Cooper, of this city.
Western-Baldwin.
Mr. James Wes tern'Ite employe of M.
C. Forbes' planing mill, left Tuesday
night for Louisville, Ky., where he
was married Wednesday afternoon, at
4 o'clock 4o Mrs. Minnie Baldwin, or
chi@ city. The nuptial ceremonies were
performed at the residence of the bride's
father, Mr:H. C. Bower..
Mr. Western is an experienced me-
chanic, • clever and industrious young
gentleman. The bride is a charming
young lady of many admirable traita of
character. Both are well known ter
Hopkinsville society.
Wondertni Cures.
W. D. Hoyt & I'o., Wholesale and Re-
tail Drugglata of Rome, Ga., say : We
have been selling Dr. King's New Ms-
oovery, Electric Bitters find Buckle'''.
Arnica Salve for four years. Have nev-
er handled remedies that sell as well,
or give such universal satisfaction.
There have been some wonderful cures
effected by these medicines In this city.
Several cases of pronounced Coneutop-
thin have been entirely cured by the use
of a few bottles of Dr. King's New Dis-
covery, taken in connection with Elec-
tric Bitter. We guarantee them always.
Harry B. Garner City Phartuacy.
)3'
1st
c
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—OF THE—
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—WILL BR HELD IX—
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
Wednesday, Thurs-
day, Friday and
Saturday,
MT. 28, 28,
The Grounds are Beautiful-
ly Located, just West of the
City, on the
CADIZ ROAD.
The Buildings are all new
and Substantial. Every foot
of the Track can be seen from
TEL MID Mil
The ring Stock Show the
first day, is open only td
CHRISTIAN COUNTY STOCK.
No Charge Whateyer
for pri Vitt* vahlelp• anti Immo
to Soler tho groundo.
1•11•••••••••11
The Ladies
are especially invited to at-
tend.
fir
MIS IS I 17 um,
run upon new and advanced
ideas. Come out the first
day and give the new
fair a good send
off.
No Other Fair
will be held in Christian
County this yeai.
ADMISSION:
Grand Stand, men 50cts
Grand Stand, ladies and
children - - - 25ota
Children in Arms Free.
Write to the Secretar% for a Catalogue.
H. H. Abernathy, Pres.
A. D. Rodgers, Secy.
TOBACCO SALM
Sale of 20 Mids. of tobacco by Wheel-
er, Mills & Co.:
10 good leaf $8 00 to 7 50
5 " COUIM011 " $7 00 to 6 50
5 " lugs $4 76 to 3 bt1
Market irregular. W., M. & CO.
Hanbery & elirser sold this week 20
hhda. of tobacco as follows :
8 Mids. good leaf $9 60 to 7 00
5 com. leaf 8.50 IA) 4 00
7 " lup 4 60 to W.
Market irregular. H. &
Gent & Gaither to. sold this week
30 Mids. of tohattoo as follows:
6 " good leaf SS 009to 9 50
19 " tom. & meu. $5 00 to 7 63.
14 " lugs $3 00 to 5 40
Market irregular.
G. & C•o
Sales of lb Libelee of tobsoso by Aber-
nathy & Co., as follows:
Good Leaf $7 00 to 9 00
Com. •• gli 00 to 7 OU
Lugs $3 00 to 5 00
Market very irregular.
All[114•TIBY & Co.
The time for selling tobacco at the
different warehouses next week will be
as follows:
H., F. & Ragsdale... 8 :AO to 10: 30 a.m.
Abernathy A Co 10: 30 to 11:30 a. nt.
W., M ille & Co 11:3D to If :00 in.
Arranatoom.
W , Mills &Co. 2 :00 to I :50 p. M.
Gant & Gaither -3:50 to 4:30 p.
Hanbery & Shryer 4 :30 to 5:00 p.
Poe Items.
l'ox, lir., Sept 1, 18447.
Editor New Era:
Miss Mettle Blaine is teaching the
public school at Dogvrood Chapel.
Died. Aug. 27th, an infant daughter
of W. H. aed Selena King.
C. A. P. Foxier, who has been quite
Ill, is convalescent.
Tobacoo flies are numerous and tbe
crop of worms will be unusually largo.
The tailored brethren hold • big bas-
ket meeting at New Zion last Sunday.
Your solicitor, Mr. Lander, has lately
stirred up toe boys here over the Nsw
ERA drawing. Many of them took
Doke*.
Jas. M. King recently bought a fine
Jersey calf trona Fount West., of your
city, for which he paid 230.00.
Gram.4114 49.
Tie Coadition of Our Comity To-day.
Communicated by "Hiram.-
I have just returned from the tiountry.
Things look gloomy there. This drouth
barn been, and is now fearful, and the
end does not seem even yet. Vegetation
has dried up; the heavens look uoid and
cloudless and seem to have wandered
farther off. Water is even scan= than
whisky now ; and over and aroited tbe
heads of tbe timid seeded to bower a
shadow of darkness and gloom. Many
pt•ople fear the time is not far distant
Willett they will wauder forth without a
home, a country or even a God. But thisis wrong. While I have no sort of
path:bee with the man who trust' to
Providence and does DOI hoe his pets-
toed; yet when I lay at night with my
sleepless eyes gazing out upou the glit-
tering stars, there is aomethingthat tells
me that somewhere, away out beyond
all this glitter and these eternal blue
skies, there lives a grand immaculate
God of all hope, all consolatios wbo will
in his own good time, send the seed-time
end the harvest, the early and the later
rein, and where now desolation end ruin
stalk, tbe flowers will bloom and the
golden sheaves will be garnered In and
hope will come laughing and dancing
back like a glad school-girl again to the
hearts of those brave but heaven-soourg-
ed people. But it will not do te despoed,
thie is not manly, "courage" is the
word; not the sort of courage that one
would need to beard the lion in his den,
but moral courage-courage to fight on-
to live on-to hope on while all is mid-
night. 'Tis said 'tis but a 'bort time
until the grass grows green where the
bresaers rolled. What if the world
looks dark ? What If adversity sings to
you one wild, weird song that more than
one of us have heard! What even if
pale death should hover :round your
fireside and you stood by the bedside of
some loved one and watched his or her
eye grow dim and dimmer still until its
light went out forever? What if after
long yeaseersumouflatedhard labor you
have much of
this world's goods and in the twinkling
of an eye you see them all swept from
you as the flre fiend sweeps the stubble
from the already sun parched fields; or
what if a dream of love and beauty has
nestled in your soul and you have al-
lowed a fair face to hero its way into
your heart, even as remorse burned in
the bottom of Poe, and you awake some
morning to find that she is false and
has gooe out of your life forever? What
if all these and more too should come
to you ? Why grow grum and sullen?
Why go moping about? Why not he a
man ? Titue, the tomb-builder-the
healer ot all wounds either real or im-
aginary, will set all things right aod, in
a short time, over the grave of disap-
pointed ambitious and blighted hopes
will spring up the bright flowers of for-
getfulnese and the bright winged birds
of hope will sing again as in the days of
yore. For my part I do not mean to
grumhle-either at man, the elements
or my maker. Whatever comes in the
future as In the past I mean to hump up
my shoulders and take. I believe :n
sunshine myself--theavre no ravens
crooing about my h no owls shall
hoot around his couch however humble
it is and may be even more ao in the fu-
ture. And I tell you gentle readheirllthbe_is
one thing of always climbiu
fore you get to it-of etern ly looking
dor ghoets before you, has ruined the
happiness of a great many men and still
more women. There is no danger of
starvation in this, the grandest county
on the lace Of this green earth. We
have too many
enuee through wh the° -HU: 00IBmanmey arcev-
ish fears. Do the I:nal II 1:u Scatani", trcea:slt
co01mthelleeto ea.greaAt way with all such child-
in God; bu at the same time dig yourka 4
potatoes. p your powder dry-
wear your clothes-pull when the
cork is under, aod all will be well.
1--- 7.-41Irrelve ours.
Mr, W, Starling, Delta, Ark,,
writes "Your Hughes' Toole is
much good In this outintry, It triji
falls la ours vhIII. and lever. My little
daughter had tow sad Hughes' Tonle
broke It up in twelve hours,
Plowed by It, A, itobineon ele Co,
Wholemile Druggists, Louisville, X y,
Sold at retail by Druggists generally.
Rev. T. G. Ks's, D. D., Doesesed.
A Tribute of Moore Colsonsaiedere, No. 6,
Knight Templar:.
Sir Knights : Death has invaded our
conflnes, and stricken from nervelese
hand the sword of one of our most die-
anguished and beloved festers. "As it
began to dawn toward the first day of
the week," Aug. 21st, 18S7, the spirit
of Rev. Sir Knight Moline G. Keen,
left the earthly sepulchre of the body, to
join his aslended Lord. We plant a
cross at his tounb,but one roseate with
promise of oelestial glory, ere this his
poi thin. With his surviving family
and friends, we mourn our loss; yet we
know that he, erst a pilgrim here, has
gone to receive the glorious "honors
and awards which await the true soh
tiler of the cross."
"He is not dead,
Who le his record still Um earth shall tread, I
With Goers clear aureole 'Minims rimed his Idead."
XIII. C. H. D1STRICH,
B. W. STONI, Committee.
F. S. WALLaa.
The huge, drastic, gripine. sickening
pills are feat being superseded by Dr.
Pierce's "Purgative Pellets.
KIRK'S
WHITe
The ally bread of Lamnby Soap
awarded a fret this. medal at the
New Orleans Reposition. Guano-
toed aheolutely pure, mid for general
isounibuid purposes is Me best
ilembilted WM Onset *abort* Pewee.
They MIR es TaAallrAIIIIIIT sale COLOILLBM
A ad kw sonnemassaus‘adiTeramesiTIRLtor.the eye menetbe excelled, enabling the wearer to nod lerboars without fatigue. le feet, they arePEIRIFECT silltitalT PlItEeSSIVIINIM.Teritissosials from the leading poystetees isitheigilli'slintedproS,1:dieebyeatbeirn bemegiv.is who had their
ALL EINES FIITID,
•nd the Tit Gmareateed hy
H. B. GARNER,
Hookensvillo, Ky.Them are sot supplied to peddlers stIttressis
olasaHe Depots; trit:ISI4T,Ak9/11.
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BEIETOLIENT
HOrtlelirtl Le LOMB. Ito. • • .F. • W.
raorlelgh, W. K.
Ledge nee% at Marmots Mall. "reTheespeon Slosh, ihrst Illonday *pot is etwel
swath.
OBIZNTAL CH•PTilt NO. 11, h. A . N .
Thomas Rodmaa, H P
Stalled eosumeationli ad Meals" el mobmonth at Meseale Han.
MOOSE COMMANDZST no. I.?.
ar. it. F. L. W alter, S. C.
Meets 4th Mouday is each month at NeonateHall
BO T AL •ItGAiguw, HOPIEDISVILIS COMM
CIL. NO. bid
Jos. I. Leader. E sett.
Keefe 4th Thursdays each =oath atJ. I. Ludes' oiler.
11110A TON COUNCIL NOACHOIRDI PAZ EN OS
• Lipstlert Chief Gosnmeter.
Meets at 1. 0. o. F. Hall, and Oh Monday laeach mouth.
cnsurrtAn LODGE., NO. E. Of H.
▪ A.mbersos, Dictator.
Meets 1st and Ire Tneeday Is sash ineeth ar11,M. Amillersee.s Hell.
svaxexixx LODGE-NO.8C A OF P.
James Breathitt, C. C.
Lodge meets the aed ith Thunders is sr -ivy month st 1 () P. Mail.
ENDOWMENT RANA Z. OF P.
1.. R. Davis, Pre'''.
Meets ad Mosday In every mouth at IL 11.Aaderson't WWI
KNIGHTS 01 THE GOLDEN c201111.
v. wt. Crabb, N. c.
items the let sad ad Fridays hi emelt monthta besemeat t beriend Presbyterianchurch
LICIENT ORDER OF ITNYTID WORSMAIL
W. IL Lso, M. W.
Time of mostteg. Id amd lith Tuesdays at Ile -Camy, Beate co.'s once .
01121eN WYSE LODWW. NO. bio. 0 0. II%
w. F. Beadle, N. G.
Meets every Irrsday eight at 1. 0. 0. T. H an.
KWIC T INChalIPMINT. NO. D. I. 0. 0, P'
T. Hendersoa, C. P.
0.1fidc. Hall.
siesta let sad ad Teimoday sights at I.
oaD11 Of TAB 1101 WALL
dohs Moline, P. C. J.
Mesas itk Weiseeday la mob mouth al Jokeyeses
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THOROUGH BUSINESS EDUCATION.
Bryant 1 9r12-45
Stralion.IBUSINESS COLLEGE,
Corner Third and Jefferson Streets, Louisville, Ky.
ItNTR•sullt NO, MS THIRD STYLIST.
Beitteepix BaBlint, handl, &Mimi& 'Mc raDhy
AND ENCLISH TRAINING.
're: catalogue .A.d.d.rassa College, Aa .416.1oersres.
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• T HENEW ERA fentil gocusinivo.
-PUBLICS/1SW ST- The post-office at Abe's Shop was of-
fe„ Era Printing and Addisaing Co.' IL:billy discontinued last Monday.
Au unusuall7 large crowd were In at-11.1 A TRAIL 
tenJance at Circuit Court Monday.
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a 3 rn t ant, 'octets.
,ss Flora Trims is slatting Le the Swath. ,
P Chortles aed family are vieitilighiesds
at Bursa, Tana.
Mr. Jai Lees, of Iteeeeteseolre was Is the
City Weileesday
Maio Coltrae. of Louisville. is viiiinag Mrs.
Ilarry C. illitsbeer.
Mon dealeaseelines,e1 Pembroke. is 'lollies
Nue WU* breaaugit
Mr. Rd Reach, of Clarksville, spent Saturday
a owl ODD* le the sky.
Plat.Jamits G. Ilreahaw, of the Revenue
Delpartmeat Is home os furlough.
Moo Lelia Cox, after an extruded visit to
Kansas Marmot Mow Saaardel-
r. W. P. Boddie, of th's county, has gone to
•eduver, Mess , to atised school.
.1 edge 1.?. Savage., of the Reveene terries.
is home es a two nsesthe furlough.
Mrs. R. C'. Jammed, of Pembroke, was in the
T.Ic •iast ag friends last Satnrier.
Mr Den Lipestee has gee I., Birmingham.
Ma.. to spead a week Or tee days
Mr JOIN* D. Lociehort. prom. hes t citizen
of North aliselemee o atteedtag Coact
Mr Joe Preuteneft Saturday for the East
to lay tn his fall swat of. dry goats
Miss Juni Wien*, of II•rioe, Ala.. is the
cue* of the Daily of Mr B. H. Hopper.
Mr. and Msg. W. Some sof family kayo re-
thread beet • suit to Tullahoma, Teau•
Mures jonitelfraner ami Myst!. W tltiams,
of Laterate, leers withe illy this week.
Muse* Jessie and Twig Meal Bresaugh
have wituniedhodar Nem klanissoth Oave.
Mr. Cyrus 9. 1aii Cadet C. P. M., Is ru-
tting Ins welds Mir . emit Mue W. T. Radford.
Mr. Jug. r Campbell Jr. let Tasalay for
Martiarsbarg , VI , to be &trent several days.
Mra. Tess Ilineirsest W re, Cook Roach. Clio..-
cute, ate venni* thistr mother Mn. James Jes-
up,
At. Ws. Brinkerlit, of the Prestelin House,
Clarksville, Tees., paid the c.ty a flying visit
Meeilley.
Cabbir, of Colembies Tenn.. artfr
an ealloodoll visit to air,.. M. I.. McClure Iht
for lo)nie ?Sake.
Mr. Daniel Mead:e aad featly, of Louisville,
arrived la the city Saturday. They will reside
here pernseestly
Mr Re Lipstimi, feriseriy of this city, now
• of ffiviniegisam. Ma., passed through the city
40. Toseday en relate East to buy goods
Mn. Clarence Anderson, son and daughter.
Was 4elle•Tialini. ether as exteesive visit to rel -
'pees at Harrodsburg have returned home
Masses Daisy and Mary A adersoa. daughter.
I of Mr. Bob dadersese, after several weeks
slitY with rellativesef By., retursed
r home last week.
Mrs Will Davison haa retuned from Lou-
Dem& Kr. ethers she went to IrOnaas Ike mar-
ries* of Mims Anabeit Wisner to Mr. Beery
Brewer.
Mrs. Dr. N. K. Nisbit. nee Miss Llszie
'Brows. left with her hothead for Louisville,
lloselt4. Mt. Natoli will grade** this winter
in landiellie.
Mr. essiembe Sionghww. who has Mies on a
suit to his mother, returned hose to N steh v ille
Sunday. Mr. Slaughter cone of the lastruc-
ori et seisms in Ow V andertath Univers/Hy.
Syrupif Fig,
'Manufactured only by the Caluornia Fig
-riyrup 47.o., San Francisco, Cal.,tiNs-
5. cure's Own true Laxative. It is the
moist easily taken and the most pleas-
antly effective remedy known to cleanse
the system when bilious or costive; to
dispel headaches, colds and fevers; to
cure habitual constipation, indigestion,
etc. For sale hole costa and 41.00 !na-
iled by H. B. Garner, HopkInsville, Ky.
C
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Bassiett's Opealeg.
The opening of the new dry goods
store of Basset & Co , last Saturday was
the occasion of a rush unprecedented
perhaps In the history of our city.
From 4 o'clock in the morning till late
at night crowds of men, women and
children, both colors, filled the handsome
store room and the elegant souvecirs
PriliA the enterprising firm lavishly dis-
tributed, went like hot cakes all day.
The sales were far beyond the mast
'sanguine expectations of the firm and
they start out here more than ploased.
We welcome them to our city and wish
them sh utmost 11111COSSIS . They come
with the best of eredentiala and we
'bully recommend them to our people.
-041111.-
A Deserved Cemplimeet
Mooday Mr. i•hes W. Logedon, our
popular and enkerprisiog ticket agent at
the I.. A N. depot, was the recipient of
an agreeable surtrise. He was ap-
proached In his once by Col. John C.
Day, who, In behalf of M. 11. Clarkja
Bros., members of the Clarksville 'To-
bacco Board of Beehange, presented to
Mr. Logsdon, a handsome and beauti-
fully gagravod iinigit Templar charm.
Col. Day deliver'd a neat and appropri-
ate speech before banding over the gold
souveoir.
• Clark & Bros. have long recognized
the invaluable services of Mr. Loessien
In his prompt and faithful attention to
*their Detainees in the way of hauling
their tobacco. For several years the
emeineas of this firm alone had been
greatly curtailed owing to the unnec-
essary delay of bogiheads of tobacco on
the foul, but glace Mr. Logelen took
charge of the Hopkinerille station their
business, as well as that of others has
, received immediate attention. A run-
suing correspondence has been kept up
4or some little time without Mr. Logs-
sien's knowledge by outside business
men and distinguished railroad officials,
14In which Mr. Logician was highly rec-
ommended and recognized all along the
read as an Invaielable rellreed man.
Me has beeu with us nearly three years
He la deservedly, popular ant prowl-
/tient among the oalelehe sad employee
of the L. & N. road. John Is a warm-
hearted and impulsive gentleman, hide-
(atigatris as a worker, true as weal as a
(rimed, keen-witted, shrewd and
'neror be business. He is also thor-
?uglily versed in railroad stales. He is
recognized everywhere as generous,
upright and poblicospirited. As ticket
and fralght agent at this point, he is
the right man In the right place. Many
pentane hare testilleJ their apprecia-
tion of Mr. Logsden's many &desirable
lend manly qualities. nuccess to you,
'John.
OUCELZ1111 ARNICA BAITE.
• The beat mike In he world for Cute,
Bruises, Som, Uleen, Salt Rheum,
Fever Sortie, Totter, Chapped Hands,
Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin Krup-
dose, and positively cures Pile*, or no
pay required. [tie guaranteed to give
=
satisfaction, or money refunded.
35 mats per box. For sale by
N. B. Garner.
Meader Services.
Csialwriax Curacn.
Services as follows at the Christian
Church Lord's day: Presetting by the
pastor at 10:43 a m., and 7:45 p. in.
Sunday school at 0:30 a. ma., and Young
People's Meeting et 7 p. m , promptly.
Public invited to all services.
YOUlf6 raorces siernao.
Meade( Sunday evening at the Chris-
dais Cleureh as 7 o'clock sharp. Meet-
ing bolds 34 or 40 minntee, riming In
good time to awned the seimaiog alum+
serv lees el the eky. ieerybeedi Wel-
oeso, and the young lake and gentle-
men of the town and cosnm unity are es-
pecially invited to attend. Meetings are
largely attended and tall of Interest. i14
or
others to try sayelMag thee Piewirsaa. tbe
I nfallible.
Aaron Ihrefiler, Or AIDS, in., and his
wife, feel like a newcomers deem taking
Man-a-line
Pe-ru-na has Inlint tried sod never
found weed's. -Hold fast to that
which is good."
Willie L. Curtis, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
was brought from death's door by Ls-
eu-pl-a.
The will of Young Boyd was filed for
probate Wednesday.
M. Ii. letvie has, qualified as Justice
of the Peace of the Beverly district.
Cave Johnston has been appointed
Constable in the Biverly district No. 1.
The Colored Baptist Association held FOB It"T-A r""d two-story cottage,
I on South Main Street. Apply at thisa rousing big meeting at Pee Dee Sun-
day.
Tieket No. 398 drew the organ. Mr.
Jas. S. Auderson, was the lucky indi-
vidual.
Next Sunday the Baptist Association,
of Locust Grove, will begin a protracted
meeting.
A delightful social entertainment was
given at the residence of Mr. A.G. BtliS:1
last Friday evening
Mr. J. W. Pal' has rentest and moved
into the new residence on the corner of
5th and Virginia streets.
There must be something in the wind,
as our jewelers have been quite busy
showing their diamond rings.
The youug men of Crofton gave a
Inooulight dance at the residence of Line
Brown. It was an enjoyable affair.
For first-class turn-outs see William-
son it Pool, 7th Street Livery Stable-
special inducements to drummers.
Mr. Thos. Jesup, ot this city, opened
a select school at Newstead Monday
Mr. Jesup Is a competent instructor.
Mr. C. B. Layne, of Fairview, sold
his fine stallion "Oscar Wilde," to Mr
J. Allen, of South Christian, for $1,650
Maj. Breathitt is having an artesian
well drilled on his home premises by
Mr. Sari Fleming, and has drilled shout
37 feet.
Mr. Jno. Young who was thrown
front his horse several days ago, we are
glad to learn, was out on the streets
Monday much improved.
Theo. Luttrell, a young man of Hen-
derson, Ky., was arrested and remanded
to jail upon the charge of violating the
prohibitory liquor laws.
The liopkinaville Public Schools
opened Monday with an attendance of
512 pupils. The lergeat nutnber since
the organization of this institution.
Junius Southern, colored, who held
1443, which drew a Wheeler and Wil-
son sewing machine, subscribed for the
New Etta just ten tnitsutes before the
drawing.
The crowd at the drawing Monday
was decidedly the largest ever in the
city court room. They were packed
like sardines in a box. Good order pre-
vailed throughout.
The "Hard Hitters," a colored base
ball organization, will coma bats with
the Henderson club. They will play
Monday and Tuesday, Sept. 12 and 13,
on the home grounds.
The colored base ball club of this city
played a match game of hall with the
Rueseilville amateurs, last Saturday.
The ho'ne team put up an interesting
game, defeating their opponents by a
score of 30 to 15.
Ills a noticeable fact that many of-
fenders of the law •nd dignity of the
Commonwealth are making themselves
scarce during this term of Circuit
Court, not desiring to appear before that
august body of sixteen.
The lot fronting 80 feet on Six and
Seventh streets, adjacent to the old Mo-
zart property was sold at C0111111158i0t1-
er's sale Monday, to Mr. B. H. Scott, of
Dyersburg. The price paid was $2950.
It is understood that a handsome hotel
will be erected CM the property.
Mies Mettle Johnson, daughter of
Mr. J. A. B. Johnson, left last Saturday
for Crofton, where she takes charge of
the musical department of the Crofton
Academy. She is a talented music
teacher and will diacharge her duty
with credit to herself and benefit to her
pupils.
If you want to "get on to" the biggiet
thing going just step into Metz A Timo-
thy's ittamniouth store and look through
the immense stock of bargains. They
are always in the lead of the procession
Read their advertisement ane find out
CI about the special bargains they are
now offering.
It is rumored among the coal cotisum-
ere that coal had advanced 2 cents per
bushel, and in accordance with this fact,
the impression prevails that the freight
rates 011 same has also advanced 2 Leona.
We are authorized to announce that this
it a mistake. The freight rate Is the
same It has been all the year, and will
remain so, with no prospects of an In-
crease title winter.
Mr. Fountain cue mot with a mishap
Saturday. He was riding a young mare
to Vaughan's Chapped, and while gal-
loping along the road the animal stum-
bled, throwing its rider violently to the
ground. Mr. Cox sustained a' painful
hurt ver the left eye, and alto wount.ed
In the left breast by the mare rolling
against his body. He was however
well enough to be in town yesterday.
Alt! There! The boys of a rival sere-
nading party "caught on to" a distin-
guished old bachelor of this city serena-
ding a no less distinguished widow of
the game place, about 1 o'clock Tuesday
morning. The colored ocheetra were
brought into requisition, and as rich
well known solos such as the "Arkansas
Traveller," and "Peggy put the kettle
down," fiJated on the wings of the
morning zephyrs, accompanied by the
modest blushes and dainty compliments
of the sweet .ernern.
Tuesday tuoruing, harry Irvin, met
with a very serious accident while split-
ting stick stove wood at his hotue near
Crofton, this eaunty. As lie was bring-
lag the ale down the blade caught us
the lbab of an apple tree Naomi Abu to
miss his arm, the axe splitting his foot
to the center. Limping painfully to the
house his wounded condition frightened
Ills sister into • fainting lit. Mounting
a berm, he rode three miles to Crofton,
where he is now under treatment. He
certainly displayed grit.
Mr. Clifton Overshiner met with a
painful accident last Staturday morn-
ing. He was assisting in putting on a
tin roof on Mat Starling'. new resi-
dence, While ascending the ladder to
the roof the frame work broke, throw-
'.tsg the young man to the ground bel-
ieve, a distance of twenty feet, but for-
tunately be sustained mmo serious hurta
save a spralae4 ankle. About a month
see Mr. Overelilner fell from the old
Warder building and was toecipitated
18 feet to the ground, but received no
Injuries.
We suggest that the merchants of the
city arrange a "trade parade" on the
Arm Jay of the opening of the Driving
Park Association. And also, to close
their plum of business from 12 M. to
6P. M. , In order that their clerks may
attend the fair. Let our city put on her
holiday garb, and enter upon a gala
week of pleasure. These annual
gatherings are eventa of much interest
to Christian county, and the counties
around her; and not unfrequentiy at-
tract the attention of people througout
the Suite sad bring within our borders
many people and much stock. A "trade
parade" would be a highly commendable
enterprise.
What came near being a railroad dis-
aself;141111pselhable Mee if fives, scowl..
red .Teeeday morning. Through the
downright norelesenees of train mem, the
rock train was left standing on the
main track around the sharp curve near
41r. G. W. Lander's, residence. A few
minutes later the 5 o'clock passenger
trsloi came thundering into the city lins-
lee. Foreunately, Mr. C. B. Williams,
who was in a cistern near by, heard the
fabling sound of the approaching
train and scrambled out just in time to
signal the engineer, who Instantly ref
reword his engine, bringing the train to
a standetill within a few feet of the neg-
lected rock train. Teo much praise
can not be accorded Mr. Williams for
Ibis gifellfaCe et Weld.
,
office.
John Boyd, Sheriff of Christian coun-
ty, has settled with the Auditor for
1887.
Two of Mr. Polk Clingier** little chil-
dren, a boy and a girl, are sick with
scarlet fever.
The bicycle races at the approaching
fair will be one of time interest features
of time show.
W. C. Crunk resigned as commtable In
the Kelly district. Mr. C. S. Hurst
succeeds him.
C. R. Rawl'a resignation as deputy
clerk Christian County Court has been
accepted by the Court.
W•sereo--Good second-hand parlor
coal stove and carpet. T. W. Moore, at
J. B. Galbreath A Co's.
The Crittenden County fair at Marion,
Ky , will begin on the 27th. of thid
month and continue four days:
Mr. A. G. Reichett sold .and deliv-
ered to Mr. J. D. Russell a line upright
piano. He also sold one recently in
Lafayette.
If our streets were graded like the
graveled thoroughfares of our tidier city,
Paducah, Hopkinaville would be a per-
fect Arcadia in beauty, health aed com-
fort.
Mr. E. E. Steger, a young farmer of
Chit city, bits just returned from a pros-
pecting tour West. He will go to Pa-
ducah to open a Dry Goode store in a
few days.
The old tobacco stennnery on North
Mats street, is having a new coat of
paint put on. When finished, the great
building will have a neat aud attractive
appearance.
The bicycle races at the Driving Park
Fair will not be for purses as an
in the premium list. The $50 and $15
prizes will be converted into handsome-
ly engraved gold medals.
Mr. Albert Chester met with a pain-
ful mishap last Monday near Jordan
Springs. He was thrown from his
horse and hid one of his arms broken.
Dr. J. N. Metcalfe attended him.
The telephone exchange is an enter-
prise which is still before the people
and it should receive prompt support.
Col S. H. Turner has the stock books
and shares may be obtained on appli-
cation.
Tueadsy A. V. Towns, R. 'I'. Mc-
Daniel and J. U. Armstrong were ap-
pointed to survey and mark the lines
of the magisterial district. They are
allowed two chain-carriers at the ex-
pense of the county.
A fair audience attended the seance
performance of Miss Nellie C. Daven-
port, who opened the theatrical
season at lie Opera House last Tuesday
nie-ht. The wonderful young medium
gave a highly creditable show.
A. C. Shyer it Co., make an impor-
tant announcement in this issue. The
house is one of the largest and best in
the country anywhere, and "chuck full"
of new Fall and Winter goods, as It DOW
Is, it looks like a metropolitan estalnish-
went.
The general delivery window at the
Post-office is largely patronized by the
public, and it is a splendid place to
study human nature. Some imperi-
tively demand a letter, some ask timid-
le and others indifferently as If they
were performing a duty.
Mr. Tom D. Armistead, son of Dr. J.
It. Armistead, ham secured a position
with J. J. Townes, druggist, of Owens-
boro. Mr. Armistead is a bright and
clever young gentleman, with consider-
able experience and is a registered phar-
macist.
Mr. Ed. Bell was married to Miss
Alice Cayce, at the residence of the
bride's mother, on Clarksville pike, last
Thursday, Z. T. Major. officiating.
Supper was served for a select few.
Under the bride's plate were five twenty
dollar gold pieces.
The young business men of this city
will meet in secret conclave, in the near
tuture, to select and arrange for an
"Ideal" bord of Councilmen. The tick-
et will contain young business men of
push and enterprise, irrespective of pos
litIcal creed.
Madisonville now has another paper,
the Madisonville News, published week-
ly by llartfold Neal. It la tip-top
in make up, stylish In appearance and
sparkling in tone. We cordially wel-
come the new journal on our exchange
list, and wish it prosperity.
The Board of City Councilmen held
their regular monthly meeting Tuesday
afternoon with a full board present. It
was an unimportant meeting so far as
the public at 'urge was concerned.
Only the routine business of allow-
ances was transacted. Several minor
complaint(' were brought up but passed
over until next meeting.
The Managers of the Driving Park
have signed a contract with Warren's
Crescent City Band, of Evansville, Ind.,
to furnish music for their coining show.
tV armee Band has an established repu-
tation amid is recognized at home and
abroad as one of the finest and most cel-
ebrated bands in the country.
The scarcity of squirrels In nearly all
parts of the county Is a noticeable fact.
Partridges, however, are unusually
plentiful and there Is promise of fine
sport for Use wing shot, gebeice, too,
are abundaut, and should Ilse snows be
heavy next winter the boys will not re-
tern /PIM their hunts W1111 empty game'
bags.-Clarksville Tobacco Leaf.
Lest Wedneeday Mr. James Purges',
a bachelor aged Sd, and Mrs. Mary
Poindexter, widow, aged 37, were uni-
ted In murlage. Both are highly re-
spected people of Bainbridge and on
the night of their wedding, they were
chlrivaried by a large crowd of friends.
Anvils, shot guns and pistols were used
in the concert aed everybody had • big
time.
Mr. ,J. .1. Mitchell arrived from Birm-
ingham, Ala., one day this week, and
in speaking of time wonderful growth of
that place, says, he is living In a house
of eight rooms which was built its ten
hours by a Chicago Agency. lie says
that handsome residences are built, oc-
cupied, and supper served in them In
one day, and that in architecture and
finish almost every grade may be seen.
M. Lipetine hams now begun to receive
and open his ilmonentse stock of Fall and
Winter goods and his house will soon be
Packed front floor to celliug. For the
best goods at the lowest prices, give him
an early call and parties in search of
real bargains-In millinery goods or
cloaks-should not fall to examine his
stock. Mrs. Hart will give special at-
tention to the ladle. and will take pleas-
ure in showing the new styles.
Julio Mosyon has received his stock of
Fall and Winter goods and is ready to
supply his old friends and customers as
usual. His stook this year was bought
at very low cash prices, which will en-
able him to treat his customers accord-
ingly. Give him an early call and lay
in your Winter supply while there is a
big stock to select from.
Tuesday afternoon a horse attached to
an open-top buggy became frightened
on South Ninth Street, near the South
Kentucky College, and ran at rapid
speed in Ninth Street, barely escaping
collision with numbers of vehicles on
the street. On arriving near Mr. Willis
Perry's residence, the horse turned up
Clarksville pike, and nearly ran over
several small children, and after running
a couple of squares further was captured.
No damage was done to the horse or
To New Suberribers.
In the rush of new names on our lists
for the last few weeks, we have, no
PREFERRED LOCALS
APOLOGY.
doubt, made some mistakes in names, 
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for"t. ;Ise feel pourtilliserviiit.itt;%)til"f: is 
dime
.el.,i.„ ourpu.t_oniee. dc. All such will be hands on our "opening day." Time
promptly corrected on notiticatioe. Let
us hear at
not In proper shape on the Ilse
N. Conetahle in The HopIthiaville Dis-
trict.
Mr. H. E. Wiley was elected constable
in this district, at the election first Mon-
day in August 1886. Ile should have
qualified and given bond time lit of June
1887 which he has failed, BO far, to do
and there is a statutory provision declar-
ing the office of any constable vacant
who fails to qualify and give bond with-
in 30 days after the date fixed by law,
and making the constable ineligible to
fill the office again for two years. There
is also a provision making it the duty of
the County Judge to appoint some one
to fill the vacancy until the next gener-
al election. Mr. Wiley is still acting as
constable of the district, as we are in-
formed, but he is not, in point of law,
constable.
The office of constable in this district
Is an important one, and for a person
who will attend to the duties closely a
remunerative one. The County Judge
ought to declare the office vacant, as it
is, by operation of law, and appoint
some one to fill time vacancy; so that
the citizens of the D4strict may have an
officer who can legally, attend to their
business and execute proeeer.
Mnhlenberg Murderer Caned.
'f wo years ago G. L. Hopkins, a farm-
er on Mud river, in Multienberg county,
shot and killed his eon because, on get-
ting up one morning, the boy itmaisted
on putting on his Sunday pantaloons
when hie father had ordered him to put
ott his working-clothes. The murderer
escaped, although the most vigilant and
tireless efforts were made to arrest him.
Ile wandered to time West and took up
his residence in Arizona, where his re-
maumerai until a short time ago. The de-
sire to visit his house grew on him until
he was forced to give way to it. Ac-
cordingly, last Sunday night he made
his appearance at the old place, but not
more than twenty-five tninutes before
the arrival of the sheriff of Logan coati
ty, who placed Hopkins under arrest
and marched him off to jail at Greenville.
Hopkin's crime created much excite-
ment at the time of its commission and
threats of lynching were numerous
should he be captured. The excitement
has, of course, subsided, and Hopkins
will now be given the course of the law.
If there is such a thing as justice Green-
ville will have a quiet legal hanging
after the next term of time court.-
Owensboro Messenger.
Was It an Accident.
Saturday morning, about 11.30
o'clock, a shooting affray occurred on
Russellville road, near Dr. E. It. Cook's
farm. The men under Capt. Howard,
Who were quarrying rock on the Fair-
view pike, had quit work. Phil Daw-
son, Buil Lewis and one other, all ne-
grdes, were coming into the city to-
gether, and after walking about half a
mile from the quarry they stopped in
the road to rest. Phil Dawson and 3ud
Lewis sat opposite each other and all
seemed to be in good spirits. The third
party pulled out a revolver from his
pocket and handed It over to Dawson,
who began to toy with it in a careless
manner. Lewis told him that the pis-
tol was loadeaLand not to point it in his
direction. Dawson appeared indifferent
to the admonition of his friend, and be-
gan snapping the trigger all the while
having the barrel of the weapon on a
level with Lewis' head. There was on-
ly one load In the revolver, which ex-
ploded and entered the body of Lewis.
The ball passed behind the caroted ar-
tery and ranged around and lodged be-
hind the scapular. The wounde I man
fell backward on being shot, but almost
Immediately regained his footing and
came direct into the city. He called on
Dr. Fuqua, who extracted the flattened
lead from his shoulder. Dawson claims
It was an accident, that he had become
abeent-minded while snapping time dan-
gerous itittrument. Lewis' version of
the affair is that lie and Dawson engag-
ed in a war of words a few days ago,
and that Dawson left in an angry frame
of mind. The peculiar and unsatisfac-
tory circumstances of the affair justified
Damson's arrest. lie was committed to
Jail to await a preliminary examination.
The Old Warden Block,
The old dilapidated building in the
ear of the court house, known as the
Id Warden property, has undergone a
omplete change. The building has been
etuodeled and fitted up into a nest, &t-
ractive and handsome structure, and is
now occupied as law offices Judge Joe
McCarron and Mr. J. W. McPherson
occupy offices on the lower floor, and the
timer seven rooms will be used for the
sate purpose.
The old Warden building was con-
tructed in the year 1813, since which
Ime it has had a history that may be in-
truding to the younger getmeration as
well as to the public in general. When
first built it was a la w bmllihing, In
which many young men who have since
trained distinction and passed away, oc-
opted &aka, especially one, who in his
lay stood In the Senate of the United
States, an honored representative of
Kentucky. It was tinder this decayed
roof through which the struggling sun-
beam' fell upon the half earthen floor
tni marked time progress of decay in ev-
ry board, that Congressman N. E. Gray
esul law. He was a man whom our
State delighted to lionor,who arose from
bacurity to the halls of the National
;ouncils. Other distinguished men of
he bar of the city read law within its
portals. The place Wa. also used aa a
poet-office for a number of years, as well
am a cobblers shop, goo shop and for vis-
ions other trades and professions. Dur-
ng the last fifteen ysars the place has
been In bad repute, and In It almost ev-
ry deed known to the calender of vil-
lany, from theft te murder have been
enacted in its dingy walls.
It is a source of great pride and grati-
fication that even at this late day the
house has been removed and converted
uto a respectable structure. The prop-
erty was bought at a commissioners sale
by Winfree it -Kelly.
•••
A. Lucky New Yorker Gained Thou-
made.
Mr. Darius It, Burr of 179 Forsyth
St. New York city, is a happy combi-
natIon of both the lucky and mentally
well-balanced. On the 12th of this
month he won $15,000 In the regular
monthly drawing of 'rime Louisiana
State Lottery Company, and on Satur-
day lag the Adams Express Colopany,
which collected it at New °Hestia. gave
him the full amount. lie stuck to his
poet as assistant superintendent of
agents of time Metropolitan Life Insur-
ance Company. 32 Park Place.-New
York Daily Netvs,July 26.
PREFERRED LOCALS.
'SS*.
All summer goods in our stock will
from tide date be unmercifully slaught-
ered to make room for the immense pur-
chases we are securing daily for early
fall and whiter. our stock will not be
second this fall. Cloaks and Millinery
will be a special feature.
N. B. SHYER.
Bring ! !
your collars and cuffs to us and have
them laundrted at 1 est. each. Our
work is the best. Our prices are the
lowest. BASSETT it CO.
Ladles will consult their interest in
looking at the immense stocx of wraps
which are arriving daily at the corner
of N. B. SHYBR.
err.
RUSHonce front everybody who is
was such that we were unable to show
you proper attemmtiou. Our foree was
not half large enough to wait on the
CROWDS
that thronged our store room. some
possible errors may have otwurresi and i
we will cheerfully rectify. any such if
you will kindly report them to us. We
have made arrangensente for more sales-
men and propose to increase our force
until it is large enough to ineet tise de-
/needs of the trade. Respectfully.
BASSEIT CO.
Blankets and /shawls, woolen under-
wear for men, ladies and children ar-
riving daily, also a complete stock of
men's youth's boys and children's
suits in stock and more coining. Fur-
nishing goods and etc. We are special
agents for the Bull Dog Breeches, every
pair warranted never to'rip. Our Me-
brated $2.00 ladles kid and goat shoes
are the best made. Try them.
N. B. SHYER.
AN EXPOSURE.
ell
Chief Factors
IN WAKING FINE
Cream Bread
_ p _
Fine Flour,
Sweet Yeast.
Cleanliness,
Good Workmanship.
This explain(' why we have QUAD-
RUPLED our bread trade within time
last
THREE MONTHS.
J. B. Galbreath & Co
109 SOUTH MAIN.
Mrs. R. I. Martin wishes her friends
to know that from Sept. 1st, she can,at
all times be found at N. B. SIIYER'S
corner.
Millinery will be one of our special
features this fall. We will not be turned
down. I.00k sharp for our fall shapes
arriving daily.
N. B. SHYER.
Two good farms for renl, one of 300,
the other 150 acres; also a small place of
100 acres; my residence in town with
rooms and 9 acres of land attached.
W. W. W•ax.
When ! !
you are out shopping, drop in on us at
No. 4 N Main Si. You will find our
clerks polite and attentive. Our goods
new fraud our prices will surprise you.
BASSETI' rat CO.
lecoir
2 front corner rooms suitable (or offices
with front Main street entrance, and
good ventilation and every convenience,
up stairs. N. B. SHYER,
Cor. Main & 9th sta.
100's
turned away. It IS estimated that over
four thousand people visited our store
during the day and evening. People
tell us it was by far time largest crowd
ever seen in one store. Everybody
pleased with, our manner of doing busi-
ness. BASSETT & CO.
All orders for hats to be trimmed will
be especially attended to by Mrs R. I.
Martin, and none but first-class work
will be allowed to leave our store.
N. B. silyitit.
Don't
Spend a dollar for Dry Goods, Notions,
(Amite, Ladies anti Men tureishing
goods, until you have inspected our
Mammoth stock. We eansave you from
ten to twenty per cent. We mean busi-
BASSETT & CO.
FOR RENT.
A suburban dwelling on 7th St. near
city limits with all necessary out build-
ings end '21 acres 01 lautti, Will rent
It as a whole or rent the dwelling and
garden. Possession given on short tin-
tier.
FOR RENT.
A dwelling on Campbell St. with it
rooms good neighborhood. Price 15
dollars per month.
FOE RENT.-A fran-e dwelling near
Jessup Avenue. 3 rooms. Price 7 dol-
lars per. month.
FOR RENT-On North Liberty a
dwelling with 4 rooms. Price 10 lol-
Ian per. month.
No. SG.
A farm of 130 acres
good land 20 acres in
timber. Within two
miles of Gracy Sta. on
the I., A. & T. R. R. Im-
provements: Dwelling
with 3 rooms, stable al-
so if desired, 60 acres ot
timbered land detach-
ed. Low price, and
long time on both.
No. 78
THE FOX PLACE,
On South Main street
with 2 acres of land.
Dwelling with 11 rooms
large stable. All nec-
essary out buildings.
In splendid repair.
Terms easy.
No 
140 acres of land.
Half well set in clover.
All under good fence,
plenty of good timber,
b room house, cistern,
spring in every field,
will be at the terminus
of the pike on Lafay-
ette road. Price $20 per
acre. All cash.
No. 73.
312 acres of land on
Little River between
Cox Mill and Palmyra
roads, a good dwelling
6 rooms, hall, pantry.
Barn to hold 25 acres
tobacco, stable with
capacity for 25 head of
stock & cows, 4 tene-
ment houses, 2 cisterns
never failing well, good
orchard, ice house and
85 acres of timber.
Price $9,000, one-third
cash balance 1 & 2
years with interest.
We have Dwelling,
Vacant Lots and some
Business Property for
Sale, well located in
this city.
Fire and Tornado Insurance written in
first-clam Companies, and prompt at-
tention in case of loss.
Negotiating Loans a specialty with
We rent houses and collect rents, and
pay taxes for non-residesits. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
CALMS & CO.
Don't Read This
If You do Not Wish to Save Money!
ONLY 20 DAYS LONGER •110
Grand Mid-Summer. Clearance Sale
-In the meantime, we will give you some Immense Bargains-
In Laces, Embroideries, Lace Curtains and Netts, White Goods
AND SUMMER DRESS GOODS.
Read the Prices and call and be convinced of the facts.
Oriental Laces 6 and s inches wide at 10c, reduced from 25
and 30c,
Torchon Laces (all Linen) Sc to.161, worth from 10 to 30c.
Torehon Laces (machine made) 15 to 30c. pieces worth
• from 25c. to 85c.
Fancy Colored Laces at unheard of prices to close.
New lot of Hamburg Embroideries at "squally prices."
Very pretty Colored Homburgs, all colors and widths, at Sic
Oriental Flouncings, 40 to 60 inches wide at 50, 60 and 75c.
Curtain Netts and Scrims 10 to 50c worth 20 to 75e.
Bed Spreads and Linen Table Covers, Lap robes, Towels,
Napkins and Red and White Table Linens, at fully 25 per
cent, reduction from former prices.
Albatross Cloth (all wool, 40 inches) pale tint at 40c.
An elegant line of Corsets from 25e. to 1.00.
1000 pairs of Ladies Fancy Cotton Hose 61 worth 15c.
500 Ladies odd Collars at 5c worth from 10 to 20c.
Embroidery Silk, all colors, small spools, le per spoof
Our Remnant counter is filled with Bargains.
100 gross Pearl Buttons at 5c per doz. worth 10c.; and
great many other bargains to numerous to mention. Laid
but not least, is our
IMM=INTZ= ZTOCIC OZ"CT CTII-.
Which we have Cut prices almost half in order to make room for our stock of Fall Clothing and Overcoats, which will contam n the choicest novelties of the season at reasonable figures. Therefore, before placing your orders or making purchase,look through our Mammoth Store-rooms.
 
 _ _
FI&]TKE3I c SOBTS..
MAMMOTH DOUBLE STORE ROOMS, BEARD'S CORNER. "Old Reliable."
We always Lead, Never Follow.
Look at Lipstine's
Before you buy anything in the way
of Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing,
Boots and Shoes or Millinery. The
time has come for the Summer clear-
ing and all goods now on our shelves
MUST GO REGARDLESS OF PRICE.
Room must be made for the Fall
stock; times are too hard and mon-
ey is too scarce to have silver dol-
lars tied up in goods lying sleeping
in stock. They must go, and now is
the poor man's chance and the rich
man's opportunity to secure bar-
gains. Don't let it get away. Go to
see "poor old Lip" with money and
he will let you have goods at your
own prices. MRS. HART has lots of
SPECIAL BARGAINS for the ladies.'
Don't fail to
Look at Lipstine's.
Yen-
Carpets Carpets
Velvets, Body Brussels, Tapestry Brussels-with borders to match. A good Brussels Carpet at 50 cts. Full
stock of best Extra Super Carpets, Cotton Chains. etc. We have the best stock of Carpets and Oil-cloths ever spread
out in this city, with the lowest prices.
DIR•MS5 GOODS-
We have all the fabrics and colorings in the new and stylish gcxxls for Spring and Summer wear. We can getUp a handsome dress of any kind at the smallest possible cost. In LACE DRESS GOODS. especially, we have
something new, unique and very stylish.
Hamburg Edgings, Flouncings, Etc.,
all new pretty and cheap. A bran new line of Table Linens, Napkins Doilies, &c. Our SHOE DEPARTMENT isfull of good shoes of latest styles, and best makes at lowest prices.
Our business motto is "Good Goods at Lowest Prices." Call and see us.
J. D. RUSSELL.
LL say &Tress
Metcallo MuIacturg C4 
I'
0 IWO I
General Founders and Machinhittl.
--Manuffieturers of-
Saw Els clodMill Maciillery,
Pulley Moaning, Hangers
And Maks a Specially of Repairing Es.
giant sad NW Machinery.
We have noon tiy motded to our factory a
General Repair Department,
where we will do repairing of
WAGONS, PLOWS,
SHOEINC
and such like. Our smiths and wool.
workmen are
Mechanics of Bxperlemeo.
Our Iron Cistern Top
as the most convenient, durable and cheap-
est top Manufactured. We manufacture
OUR PUMPS
and use the beet of materials.
111171CCI.A.7.-TIICS
Wrought Iron Fencing
la all ,iesores.
WROUGHT IRON TOBACCO SCREWS
And Ratchet Screws.
We are man ufacters of the •maries
Gonibipatiop NMI
For I hristiao, Todd sadiTrIgg nominee
It u the best aadi
CHEAPEST
Fence manufactured. Can as,' elan
Ins It.
We manufacture all goods We IOU Yid
Guarantee Them Fully.
shall he glad to quote prices or mobs
Tett mates on all work Is our line.
Very Truly,
STATE COLLEGE of KENTUCKY
EIGHTEEN PROPERSOIRti AND INIITIRECTOIRS.
Agricultural and Mechanical, 8eientifIc, Engineering, Classical. Normal School, Militarytactic, Commercial and Preparatory Courses of Study.
County Appointees Received Free fa Tuition. Fall Term begins SEPT IS,1857. For Catalogue and other information add re..
JAMES K PATTERSON, Ph. P., Leffileateill,K,
BETHEL COLLEGE,
RUSSELLVILLE, KENTUCKY.
THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL SESSION MEW NS SEPTEMBER 1. 1557, AND CONTINUES
FORTY WEEKS
AN ENDOWED PERMANENT INSTITUTION.Ample Fa-ulty, SEVEN St IftroL... of I n.truct ion, ‘Ceeiktil hie, Healthful, the annual iteath-rate, in a Population of 1,600. being loos than half that ,,f our large c Mee. Prohibition Town, inProhibition County. Moral, intelligent and refired rommunity. Board and Tuition, per termof twenty weeks, 177.60.
T-CTITIOINT FRE=
to Sons of active Minister. and Student. of Ow blint.ty. Licentiate. of Deposit htirene• have .0(1.00 each, per aaiMiOn, from the "Enlow Fund," if needed Res ...1 M Peay, 1) D., is Super-intendant of the N. Long Boarding Hall, a -Student's Home '•
For Catalogues or ittformanon address NEV. WI. NYLAND
Anilinigang=41Weregerszeirrser4704f -,e4vek vel'ee •
N. TOBIN & CO.,
Merchint Tailors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
Elegant stock of FALL and WINTER Suit-
ings at Lower prices this season than ever.
Newest patterns, latest styles and perfect ins
guaranteed.
Garner's-:-City -:- Pharmacy,
No.7. Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
One of the largest and moot elegant edifice. in the city,-
Hew and Complete in All Its Departments,
H. B. Oarner, of the o+d any, of Otah & (James., who for many years t4 the leading drug trade Is
Weiderti Kentucky, having purchased Or. Utah's Intereet, I. now mole proprietor of the n.e house. He
will use all hie ex perletnv anti ability to increase, If possible, the high repulatIo• of the told arm Our fair
Sealing. coloperency and reliability. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
•nd Muck of the beet quality In all departmenta of the trade, at the lowest prices. Dyes,., Palms and
Oils of e, kind. includin Mg H E. RH' I N & I LLI A NW UCLEBRA THO P• INTR. Patent Inteticlues.
the best and wool popular to *Welt
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order In any utiantlt,. A Nu re and mak remedy. Bric-a-Bra, Novelties and Holiday
doode a apeetalty
ProscriptionshCa
our lopfAubompoude-A any d
•
•
ye
  tot
Weer.
- •
fr.
„pc.
v
•
"4.
It Will Cure the Most Obstinate
Cases.
FOR await RV DRUGGIST*.
P/OLP•1111ZD eV'
Direct Rout e for ) otil hater 'lie first rout a,,,iWe lie been sel:the toor Cuttenrsi Heme-t° remake f out puiclia.er. One ilie %ors%
mews senetea 7 ere? saw was nape ey the
To Memphis, stet •iii,ent %yap The m.,,p , beate of eve Eitt.ciora 
iftWiderut. Cit
-rake" here as a picituseJ .oap.
T 1.011 TAV1011,PrI19104'•
• New Orleans, Prat 1.fi.rt, Kan.
ectIoall Luis, INHERITED.
- And All Point• in - - And Contagious Humors. with loss of Hair,
and options of the Skim are pee i rely cured
by Lerman' and c to tetsra Soap externally, and
Cutiouraltmulteut, e hen oli other medicsne.
fall. etiit for Pantphlet
cutteura Remedies ore acid ever where.
Price Concurs. the Great Skin Cure, its ;
Catienra Soap. sn Exquirite Beautifier, it et.
Cuticurn itmoltent. the New Wocil Purifier.
GASP POTTIER DItt••• AND CYMRIC AL Co , Boo-
SOO.
HOW MY BACK ACHES!Back Aehe, Kidney Palassad Weak -
lesp, 140.elfee Latneocm, Strains nod
Pain rat Seised In one as Imo te by
the Cott/Dem A oti•Pmio Plats.
Ser.-fetal:able.
es a
-• 4104
O Z -
1.11 was ; :t
Z e
se g
citA
ZaW
g WE0 ""ZX
e X X to
4.41:1•
Sh.eed be ased • ow months tams eionfinenven•
eend for boot "To Merterna," mailed free.
Jlitan/firrn Peort•-we Pm, Atiente
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
The Celebrated.
DooriuSteelBilidor,
The Strongest,
Tbe Simplest,
The Lightettt Pride
The Simplest Knotter,
The Most 'rumble.
More of teem met urea anyeekair Binder is
tee state of Keeteeky.
THE CELEBRATED
DEERING MOWERS
Have no Equals.
XCELSIOR WAGONS.
we have a full stock on hand of an sizes. We
warrant every wagon to give perfect satisfac-
tion or refund the money. Buy your wagons
at borne where the a arrantee g00•1.
Fine Canup aid &an
we now bay* the mod complete stock of
Berries, Corrine.. epritig Waffons, kr., in
We sell :he COLA .111Br 4.44 S-
A111 tine arnag,. They are to he relied on
as erst-chaes treode
Beltiog of all Sizes.
We Mtn supply all thresher tnew at low
prices.; We wish to eau, epeeist attention to
the fact that we teep tee largest koce on tee
market.
Separators & Engines.
we repress n t a full Use the leattiall Sep-
arators and Eupora, Straw-start ers sad all
other Threshing Moods.
315=C I
We now haee in oar empl-y as foceman of
our wagon am! machine da par;ment„ Mr, It. W.
Gardiller. of Harrodsburg, K v Ile thoroughiy
understands repairing an kinds of mschinery
and Kam re.. Re. We wish le cab attention
that our facilitate arc ruck that se ipso repair
p.er inerators leiter se(' ter lem money than
any body elle. Seed Dom in earl y so wia/ calm
do the wore before bat cod.
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Husestead Tobacco Grower.
Barbed Wire.
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime.
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
tier stork ia rom plot*. ali itepartniente.
Prt01141 ne relied on as being low.
Forbes Bros
SHOWcAs;LCASES
DESKS
OFFICE & Blii & F1XTI
Ask f;o• lustrated Pamphlet.
TERRY SHOW CASE CO., lashville,Tena
Ya*I" 3IEIE MX,
'Female College
Hopkinsville, Ky.
The Fall Term will open on MONDAY, All-
Baltimore and
Eastern Seaboard
Cities.
CHESAPEAKE, C410
A N s_
SoutliwesternR.11.Co.
The aoutheru Trunk Line through the
VIRCINIAs
Vitiated Blood -4 Mao Whose Physique Seemed All
PEN PICTURE OF LINCOLN.i
Anglem...1 Face of Peculiar Gravity.
Scroftlotz, Inherited and ccntazicuj It ea.. a biting. winter's day that I be-
gem iny journey to Springfield-. A furious
Humors Cured by Cuticura. storm wa.s raging, and on no arrival
rpHILULt..11 the itorhom el one of ear books at the capital of Illinois the whole city
1 tore' ved il.r"scrh Mr T. a re., orseniet, seemed alintet buried under its white
armee, Pa.. I weenie seituatairol • ith you' mantit,,. The iaceeta ,‘„,..ao blockaded. may
Cute lira Remedies. and tat e this eel..., t imity
to testify to t titi i hat their use hes p rein nen t- here and there a person was seen hurry-
ie eons we of one of the wort rasea ot brood ing along the Way. and the place appeared
aieenine. in rosiest-lion a ith er, • I 1.4'1 RM. I
as though sulatasitially uMulial sited. For-rest saw, rind tbk after having been pronounc-
ed leeerere by Ism,. el the b et- Itlisti ism in ornately. the fury of the storm hail kept
rotillt 1 tat, gifOulf phetesse is forearil
mg to plaints ut-timoioi, I, a* it is
by pia. ine der I list min,. -uttering from dm- 1 had the good fortune to tind Mr. Lincoln
sisar Tiugs'I'llolek% be resomr:.g,"I be Sive )"ur at the state house with only, Mr. John G.
t uticura undo.. a it: ti
is. e, nit:tee Leceldoirg. Pe. Nieolay, hie private sterteary. for a com-
Reference Fs Ni T. e .1, melee.. A pol- amnion. Mr. T. D. Jones, the sculptor,
to, Pa a Ohio, who teas engaged in making a
Washington, %CHOI( 1.01' • IL' LC Eldre. bust of the president. walked over from
' K Il.charito mesa, Besse. New tlat 'hotel and introduced me to Mr. Line
irleans, on oath s ••In 0 sierefolou. 1- ; cob.). nbo *tone ope, our entrance and
mats beeline ye, use lode until I st se a masa
a wa v the usual army of office seckem. and
et cierree es forret s use n to t
teal tainsity Wm. Its 1...1 in %sm. gm, tint. a
Sem wriest A t liners coshl not lift my hands
*rimy head, coaid net torn in buil; was in con-
geal pain. and looked epos life as a tire
set Of cure if tee veers. In Ism I heard
of Me Cuticera usei I Hein, unit was
perfectly cured."
Sworn To before 1'. tit t om. J I. a s VOIlit.
IONE ue e III 111'11.114 teT
Arkansas and
Texas
Through ?takers are sow me can oa
address
B. F. MITCHELL,
ehe Pars. and Ticket Art Louisville, Ky.
TIME TABLE
-OF THZ--
°mbar° & R. R. Co.
Wine
Dapart:-.Froat Owensboro. I :30 p m S:40 a in
Arrimi-Owemboos.... ... 10 :4.1 a m 1:10 p
Depart-Central Cry  see a m t p m
  
4:221 p ImOpm
•rrtve- "   4 :t.3 p m 12:15 p m
  
ti:te a in I :u0 p 
 
6 :l5 a m 0:15 a in
s:15 p
Amvo- "   6:10p zu 4:30p In
4:14
Depari-Adoire. ilia 1110a 111
Arrie•-.4.1siare 
 
11.16 p m
ft W ZLLS,Lien'l MaMer. Louisville, Ky.
W. Nee iete -mut . Owensboro
GUS YOUNG,
--DEALER IN
HARDWARE!
00.
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pia:, Fishing Tag
Hunting Outfits !
ItOil, WagOA Tim.krs,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS IND ROPES t
Court Street. am neaten Beak,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
,olt
" NIA.9
BEA !
Mexican
Mustang
Liniment
letatiea,
Lumbago,
nett mstime
Swat.
Seids,
Stings,
tees.
Denims.
eleime
came
Strum.
teethes.
Stiff ;cm%
Beskaehe,
Galls,
area,
iparin
Creeks.
aeratelms. Cantraceed
Swaim. Mamas,
I Ail.
Worm,
eirinaey,
heels 041s.
Piles.
THIS COOD OLD STAND-SY
oceoneilishits for everybody exactly what Isclaim.
for is. (me of the reaming ter the great p*PiltiarlrY
the Mustang Llatmeall is found Intro malt/eras
elcsliewb1111Y. Everybody needs such a medicine
T he Imgmbe Moo a seeds it memo al accident
Th•liespesorillb medal& tor tottoralfamilY use.
Tile Cannier needs far hialeams sad his men.
The Mr.-basic. nee" it always ,a% his work
biserh. -
The Winer need. it In emergency.
The Pt/sneer needs tt -eareteetalong without it.
The Farmer needs it lit his house. hla stable,
rued his stock yard.
The Steamboat man or the Bentiman noeds
it in supply aft o, and ashore.
The flarroweanete r need* It-at his hest
friend and saint reliance.
Tire !-tatch.orreerer n-sds w1.11 asaaiden
ti...,4andeotansan anJ a ware tlinuide.
Tee Uallroad man needs It mil 1.111 motif et
kal.; as ills life Ise roen.I of at-clients oaf dmottre.
The Beelawoodasnas Hoots It. There aot
lug lin It as sta antidote for the dancers to lir,
limb and tendon which surround the pioneer.
The M sire hoot mods la ammo hip mom asawas
his emplogtres. Accidents will haepen, and when
them conwithe Mustang Liniment Ls wean
Keeton Bottle Bs the Ilease. "Tis the lost of
economy.
Rave • Reale la :be Factory. Italinameani
ewe In cane of occident s.a.e. vain slid lies of
Reee a Bettie l• lie.! fav
mow wiles waned.
Hughes' Tonic,
&MA SANZ RILMIDY S./
Invaluable In sb•aestia.
OUST le, An experienced faculty, thor-
ough.indrucUon and terms as heretofore farOther latorwastea sail oo sr adtiress
Jr. H. igurr.
opktasethe Xv
R. A. ROBINSON & CO ryas..
LOUISVILLE, le. Y.
FRITZ BROS.,
laTery, Feel ald Sale Stable,
Ninth St., Near lespot,
- - - Zentucky.
Our mama and vehicle.) are as gosi.f as cry in
Rho etty . Conveniently located aad ample as-
cemairs=lays a roomy buggy whetteran.
•
was W nem is
tiawrelL•row U•tLY lACIZAPIP
The Light Draught steamer
efte l'eT IC 8 £ leT
J . B. THOMPSON Manager
XII /SASH. Clerk.
Will leave leasertlie t Caucus's daily
except ilanday, at O'ClOrk, 1:0_, making miry
connection: with the 0., R. A N. RI R.
Returning, ler eanneitor, doe's at 6:1' p. 1in., Sunday oriepteil, and Owensboro at 9 p. oi,
lit'llsar flog nano 
Leaves Nyanrettle 
 
la. tn.oherp
Irni•e•Owensboro . .4 p• snip
Fare (H)o. for round trip on flenday. brit not
reeponsible for more, purchased by teestewara
s
neeeeceah
For many sears I lese been ant lewd with
Rheu mat ism solo hi ned I th some tt piney
Troubles fseigeotan amity added to my mis-
ery and I oleo latrame feeble one very namous
and my whole system was prostrated. several
physicians were employed amid numerous pat-
ent medieines resorted hi without benefit, Af.
ter asides so many testimonials extolling the
wonderful merit of It B. 1 f4.11Inilli•fiend Ito
me and the effort was like magte. Rimumatie
pairs ceased. my kidney* were relieved and
my coestitutiou tuprove.1 at once sad I cheer-
fully reocomMend il 10 others who may he Situ.
dory aMIcted MISS S Tonxikros.
Anent'', Cia., May 4, lee.
TO THE PUBLIC.
Cilallboeir. N. C. April II, 11016
After Luting B. B. It. I unhesitatingly /tate
that it did more good for my Kidney ontnIalot
than all other remedies coinbined. Ito &ellen Is
speedy and I eheerftt ly recommend tt for Kid-
n Derangement., T. B.Cei tin se.
All who iledre full Information about the
eau.* awl cure of Blood Ponintis, Scrofula and
Scrofulous swellings. (leers, SOrta, Rheum'.
ti•mi, Kidney Complainta, Catarrh, etc., can se-
cure hy =Metre., a copy of our ll2.paire III Ins-
[rated lk)ok of Wenders, filled with the most
wid,sonwaenr.tui startling proof ever fedora
•ddrem, DLOOD BA I.M CO.,
nreivol ue with unienuming seem-
teey. Telling hue at once that my visit I
was purely Alicia', and that office seek:
Lug finned no part of my miseion. he
grasped my hand in the most cordial
manner. invited us to be eeriest. and re-
marked in a quizzing tone that as most of
hie visitors wanted something. and gen-
era/1y wanted it pretty bad, he was glad
to find nobody in Ohio had any such
eitt.Thlitisl g.was the first time I had seen Mr.
Lincoln. and my first impression was that
he and Mr. Nicolay were the two homeli-
est men I had ever seen in one room at
the same time. The president at first
appeared to be all angles. His height
was great, hie shoulders broad and square,
his' lege arms. bode, forehead, nose, chin,
seemed angular. He was dressed in an
old fashioned black suit, well worn drew
coat, satin vest. cut very low in tome
displaying a large amount of shirt bosom.
The siert was tcruptilously clean. but it
had been so often waebed and ironed that
the edges WiTe theroughly well worn,
and covered with a kind of stiff bristling
fringe. The buttons were few in front,
and as Mr. Lincoln seated himself in a
very low chair, he disclosed a - strong,
powerful chest covered with hair like a
bison. His face was covered with a
stubay beard of a few weeks' growth,
which he explained by saying that
he was growing whiskers to improve
the beauty of his appeennoe, Hie
hair was long, thick, eprinkkel wins
eray, anti thrown leck from a high.
broad, retreating fen-head. The percep-
tive faculties were unusually prominent,
thee eyebrows strongly marked and
shaggy. The skin of his face was brown,
coarse, covered with furrows and deep
lines; mouth large, eves sparkling. bril-
liant sue' thoughtful.; hands and feet
enormous. and when seated hie legs (nen
the knees down appenred out ea all pro-
portion in keigth to the rest of Iffs person.
He held in his hands a pair of heavy, ola
faehioned, silver bowed spectacles.
A ltoget aer. his person and manner wee
that of an extremely awkward. ungainly
man dresoel in country faehion in Isis
Sunday clothes, vesiting away from Ilis
daily work and anxious to get lock to his
ordinary occupation and working gar-
ments. His face iu repose was that of a
vigorous. original, intellectual thinker,
but clouded with a peculiar gravity as
near to melancholy as it can be described.
When he began to talk the whole counte-
nance lightenee, the eyes twinkled withi
fen or shone with seriousness. At times
laugh was so boisterous, boy like and
genuine that it was positively infectious.
-Cleveland Leader.
A Hot Weather Thermometer.
There is a thermometer an-an
which, I think, wculd suit everybod
hot weather. It is fixed eo as to m
the intensity of ale suna rays as near
as possible. The arrangement coneists of
a plain wooden box about one foot
square. It is covered with a glass lid.
and is lined on the inside with black wool
or black velvet. The thermometer,
which is only an ordinary instrument, Is
placed on the inside of this box, the lid
ie closed down, and the box is then
placed out in the gun where the rays aro
unbroken by surrounding objects. Of
Course. the sun's rays penetrate the glass.
and all of the heat generated is retained
in the tem, On a day when the ther-
mometer rises to 100 dew. in the shade,
the temperature in retch a box would be
little less than the actual intensity of the
sun's rays. I suppose the thermometer
would go up to I e0 degs. or more. What
we try te get at in the signal office is to
measure the temperature of the atmos-
phere, and not the intensity of the sun's
rays.--Sergt. Weber in Globe-Democrat.
This Czar's Favorite Pastime.
It le related that the czar has at laet
found a pastime which iconic@ his irri-
tated nerves. Ile Ims become a passion-
ate fisherman. and this is the way it was
brought about: Not long ago complaint
was Made to him that the carp and pike
in the ponds of Gatchina increased so rap-
idly that means mast be sought to check
the eviL The czar declared at once that
he would fish in his leisure hours. Whai
at first wars undertaken in jest has now
become a serious businesse. Alexandet
III spends hours in succession on the
edge of his Fonds, and exhibits all ths
well known characteristics of the profcs-
biota' angler. Ile is disappointed and
moody when the catch is unsatisfactory,
and correspondingly elated when he
brings home an unusually heavy fish. Ile
enjoys the sport so muck that he intends
visiting the seashore next autumn.- Bos-
ton Tranirript.
Itatteresilk ea a beverage.
einatermilk is getting to be the girls'
favorite drink." So said a clerk in a
Chestnut street store, *here all sorts of
mild drinks are dispensed. "Some days
a,go," the clerk continued, "a pretty girl
came in here with her mother. They
reds had a glass, but when the girl
tasted hers elle put it down in a hurry.
'Oh! mamma, I can't drink it. It's too
horrible,' she said. Her mother advised
her strongly to drink it. and she took
another sip. Then she called for the
girls' etand by-vanilla with lots of
cream. She Ism been in a few times
since and each time she drinks a little
more buttermilk, so in a month or two
she'll be a regular. They say it is good
for sunburn and freckha, ea I suppose
that the reason the gale drink it."-
Philadeari ea Call.
How many hearts are eaten out in
!Aging for what they lee,ee no power to
reach.--Cbristian Heid.
Did Ton Eter:
W. II. Revels, M. De of Baltimore,
Mil., tem: "I have been In the practice
of medicine for over eighteen years, hut
never have I seen the equal of Hodges'
Sarsaparilla. It ham worked miracle"
here in curing Itheumatiern and Scrofu-
la. Have almost come to the conclusion
that I can not practice without it."
Soli] by all druggists.
Telephone Garland Will Not Go.
Kew ork Tribune.
September with her sun-brown hand
preceeds to shut the gates of summer,
and as she does 80 Ow notices, to her dis-
gust that Attorney General Gerland
lingers in Mr, Clevelareley cahiner,
BLOOD POISON.
Three year• acii I contracted Wood pottem. I
spilled I. a phtpt,Ilta at oplakeitn.1 ill/. treatment
edire ar me I etuidnve I nn / phy_st.
clan and then west to 1.titen went ro Hut
Spriugs and remained twu Mouths, but rue tong
seemed to cure me permaturally, eteough tem-
porary relief WV. given me comlitloe
grew desperate awl I applied lo note quack,
but I did not improve. I then me,' a pressers-
tion a was 1,r.serilied "gratis," but it eon.
Delimit too much alcohol and aggravated my suf-
ferings. I then placed myeel under the treat.
trent of a noted Nashville physician and fof a
time was benefited but by fail I metwarcl horse
a rillrel man physically' nnil tient-tally, with glsts•
hut little proaPects of ever getting well, My
money beim:exhausted. did not know what to
le May, isal, ray mother persuaded me to
get a bottle of B. It. It. 'made In Atlanta, and I
• mi gr•Lify tlf•r. itUt 10 iv% liner was )12 bah
ment I had not gnitheil the Britt bottle before
i•tery ulcer hail teem healed.
To the present tone t have used Ilse bottles
and hare received more benefit than from all
the rest combined; and I am eitti.ged that M. n.
B. Is the moot wonderful blood pander ever be-
fore known. and I urge all fifth, tel young men ,
to Cry soise single bottle and be convinced. ri uttle is their god, and they ought to be
rah trot, my! think It the best eledwin0 In the! turned over to hen for protection.e. T. H •
ea., nay r, -;
VERY NERVOUS. arrItiey. ,vedJ--".....aout N['Feet-orkke.r, ?fel. natrlkoenr says
he did not POMO in response to a eall to
all Henry Ward Beecher'. pulpit, hut
to All a contract for a katuring teen
He will deliver a eulogy oil Mr. Beecher
In Brooklyn Cr...tuber 4th•
•••••••••••••••.•
Earresparyzie9ce.
CROFTON CATCHES.
Letter List.
Lettere remaining iti tlie poet ollitse at
▪ llopkinavIlle, Ky., tor 30 days, which,
l'itOlYinN, KY., Setae 4, 1SS7.
Editor New era:
el ss nese Alb trent lair tea
1110•114iiIiii( a few sitt)ei %jilt relatives near
here.
Moe Byre." Witness's, rind lolly, iron'
Ha' thine, Kas , visiting relstivee here
thle week.
'nee Lichees!. of the Weet School
'louse pie -Met, hie mom his farm to Ma-
rlon West.
Mo.es West and Ed Malmald of Ear-
'legion lett yeetertlity for eineianete
purchase goods.
It E. Thor' , standee his
school a tew ,lays laet trek, belog cote
deed a Rh bilious lever.
Rev. F. M. 'Vette) will preach lit Ma-
cedonia next is risky mid S sterility night
and Suielay et 11 leelorce
Meseta Willie ana Lorre eters: in, of
Greentille, have b. en ...pending several
day s a all Messes+ Jenitie and Ora Dean,
here.
Mr. Kenneth hes secured timber and
a site slid alit move his esiw mill on
Reck Lick en ek, ear el rs. Pito!' ak, in a
fewetillii:t-YX. viysl isi progrees at Mar-
tin • Chapel near the (loran's,' mid Hop-
kite. line, beil•g cesieticassi by the initi-
ate re tit Ilie Me tliodiet Oita( h.
TOM Stuart has bet+ liti.1 lip tlibs
week for repairs having a bad boil. Ile
compleites id not being able to write to
104 heat girl awl tea+ sme if the oilier
(elitist s may teke advantage of it.
Oue of our merchants gays fie ordered
rack of lee and tt e railroad company
marled It by sea retuned tile lee beet
de) tuelted. As to a het kine of a seek
it. Sas t0 bold "meted Ice ee are a ithout
infer/nate:11.
Frank Cotton returnee yesterday
trete Madisonville. where he ?petit Mee-
ern' Ilays with his tirilflier
simirrel hunt in the Peed River fiats.
He repert. smerrels plentiful mei lute-
leg load spate a *MX eeeftil hieit
Froni best Information the corn crop
in this seetiiiti tt ill be far passers that of
ISSI, the hist droutle But the Where
crop a ill liot make more titan half a
crop, a e Mean hall a crop of the aver-
age platiteil.
The quarterly nusetieg of the Metter;
dist church closest here ton ight. It has
beet, aell attended end quite biterest
mutilate-se Rev Mr. Hays, the tarot--
ding elder, preached an eloquent icemen
tneley, at the (+see se which the Sacra-
ment was silininistered, end quite a
uumber partook of the emblems.
.1. 0. Wash hag moved life family to
Fred Taylor's+ tarns. Rien.ey Eerl oc-
cupiers the ronms vonteil ht. hen AIM
has opened tip a better shop in the
(row room. Joe trendies has naive! les
barber shop to Louis Rice's gallery, the
front rotess of which has also been rented
by the town for a court nom.
C. A. 3.
ERA ITEMS.
Eke, K v., September, G le87.
Editor New Era:
Farmers in the section are busily en-
gaged cutting and houlying tobacco.
M. tore Chet Holt and George Martin
al an old tashioned fist and liken light
ille worling the road last week.
' W. Mills, of Nortontyille, Ky.,
s here on bueinees last Wednesday.
r. II T.. Holt sn I teeny, of year
city, a ere here this eeek visithig rela-
tive e.
l'he Rev..I. U. Sperling beptiise I sev-
enteen marmite at the old ()spiking place
near West Mount Zosr the jell lest,
Robert Clark, who halt been quite ill
for several ill) a, id Boa' tato/ales& else
Mr. 'lily Eli, a sprightly teertspon-
dent of this place, has yinvoi ett les
mut tstche *idiom neer 7 to the razor or
affectitig atty. material charige fihs gen-
eral appearance.
The meeting at Mount Zee r closed after
three weeks geed preachirie arse singing
&e. The eloeing sermon e as preaulted
by the Rev. . Sperling. It was full
of Curistian charity brotherly love and
effecter') and waa highly appreciated.
The enterleitie.tetit giVen at Wm. Dri.
ver's last Friday night eats a greed suc-
cess. people nate al. parts 01 the rOtiii-
try were in enrollee.. and many paois--
ipated lu the esnce.
The sound Of 'emir Pifeel*VIWA.fe
Tljriing,)1 ore crustal...4 n.c.ons-that night;
Anil at :sped rapture ever) sup)
Tiil I tie spirit trcisbled s filo delight •
Some ef the panel' rank! bear !Dor,*
But )itading to the mystic poser
Ia ties witching Mince Om sueekt
To ems Dial origin and jo..116
I marked a Mimi of west fusee
.5 fair awl gentle,lovely girl,
W hoer )1) of heart in beituly @tole
To her rye of I .ght Itiel brow of pearl.
As aracetel as a 'tool Nes
She prepao.1 the door with elry seep,
But a inlet I watched her lot eiv form
sadatais o'er my spirit swept.
I wiahed that she 'eight learn 10 tread
Tile mazy dance of life
As truly as her Witching steps
Stole through the Salt+ t at night.
U. W. M.
Casky Fisk•ber Joints.
Cesar KY , S steaT,
Editor NEW Elt•.
Dream Jim Ballard, 'rote Belton,
spent Sinelay eat; (Herres here.
Mrs .1. I.. Brasher eliss Klee
Braelser, of Heolansville, were visitor..
at the Station Endo-.
Rev. W. L. Ciusk, filled his appoilit-
meet at White Plana Sueiley.
Engine 21, pulling tee wreek hug tree!,
broth down at the Horn' end or eidieg
Tuesday delay leg 56 about hall an hour.
C. B. IYItitiker left lett week ter
Lebanon, Tette., to resettle iiis studied
in the college Omit.
Col. ,Ehyll, of B,wling Green, was
the guest of D. M . Whitaker Friday
night last.
The ladles of the Ilaptist church met
at Mrs. E. C. itroneugh's Moseley after-
/loon to arrange for the pie chase of an
organ for their church.
Col. Dick *Women, from Hopkens
county, was .entertained by relatieree
here Monday.
Tom L.Graham left Wethieielsv morn-
ing tots a sent atuotig relatives and
fiends at Ciktoti, Ky.
Mrs. le'. T. liroitaugh rettinied ;home
last week from a vieit to reletlyes lit
South Chrletlan.
Col Sem Toliaferro and wee+ ef era
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. le. E. War-
deld at "Igloe."
From some cause Gera' Belles feller
catches eke very often near the rail-
road. He lost about fifty panels this
week.
The acme of mieery mint Ire to have
an aching tooth awl no possible Way of
• y big said tooth t xtasteted. 1 bat Is
Ilenry Yourgn Impressment jest tioW
OLD He...Seta/MY.
44111.4.
I Told You Mo.
Mr. E. A. Delete', of lireem
& Co.. Nashville, Tenth, says : "I was
afflicted with Piles for twenty years, and
tried every remedy offered me; finally
used the Ethiopian Pile Ointment. It
gave me iestent relief, end liais effected
a peony:tent cure." sold by all drug-
ms....•
-••••••••111111M .
Tile tied at the A. N.
Nashvillu Amer i'an
What kind of • crowd la that Grand
Arinv, anyhow ? They eonor & con-
fessedly dielionest etarrip like Tuttle and
'whet the Precedent or ow United States.
Tkebe as a Pehlle &Wafter,
Leese tee Times.
If Thobe's absurd eletstion contest
should result In Mr. Carlisle'. refusal
to he a candidate for Speaker, and the
election of Mr. Crete, of Geargit, or
some other tariff reformer, to that Ai-
don, and Mr. CarlIele ghoul(' become
Chairman of the Ways mid eleane Cotn-
mines and leader of the Boum, anti sue-
ceed In panting a reform tariff measure,
such as would radically reduce taxes
epee the necessariert of life, then Mr.
Thobe will have done his country, the
Democratic party and Mr. Carlisle &
great service. It Is not In the Speaker's
chair that great reputations are made,
but u n the floor.
Hulot millet for in :et da) 8 front this
date, will be gent lo the Dead Letter
Office nt Washington, D. C.:
A'ilitnAi fili-1. Rell col Braitsh•a, Itil col
Sit.eranti, alio. Mable Brent, Mrs Mien
....rinatrone. NI iss Ai liter kir in, Jaw.
Banks, Mi... Kate col Bet oe. Laura
Ititrue.t. .1 A liroe Mug. SD. Anvil.:
Haler. Mil in Brien', AI Hour
Barnett. MI ii Ensure Bull...tilt, lir* a my
perry/nail. llandit Buchner. A unb-
itten. 1 o Buckner. Sirs Maria
OM), E,IIISCI Butcher. a li.
4 tile, Mi..1 -. t my .1 A4. ar er, Nei. n (-wenn. MIS. Ififfl r
I a hen, Len tooasey, 11:eseady
tarter, MIN* ihitle I oil , ta ill It
Cavallait. Mire:011111a i raldree. I. J
t'acry,1thet Douala+, Haggle
eameey, Patsy Drein, :sem t
Davi., it IC • i iu orled, Stirs Jennie
uat. r, Kiciey Fa.tor. Mni. eased I
aiy, Mira isoi t• nieumu. A Pitsseers, s it \Men, Pruitt
Gaidner, J W Goiladay, Mow Martha
Garrott...no Prim i i tut er. Mies limy •tsunami, him Harriett 'tester, Virginia
tia41.14101, Mrs term Headley, et L.
Garrett, Mr. Natime itillinan. H•rry
liamocr, it A Hill, J I'
Maya, •leg lielloway, MIMS F
Itarrelaoa Spenct r iialloway, Mr* a I.
Ilarrallan. kat tin Kelly, Airs litmus
oallieii, Healy 1 helii-, Mrs Mattis
Jobe., Allan Julien he, eer.. Lew I.
donee, V% al Keen, Mrs Ella •
Junlim Al. Mary Lou a ii et, (... n
Car), Mr. Hotta alt heler, Janie. N
Law, Clan. ceatiforit, Mrs George
Lacy, Charles Lewis, G W
Wittier, Miss ellen lovcery, Mrs Eliso
Major, Slat S Petiole l'olk
Major,te W Price, Mies Opole
M.siey, Willie K Puryear, It i:
Markle, Malltla l'yle, J W
McPliersou. MIK E II 2 Itoutiolph, Mrs Marth•
11,ursair, John Rawlins. Illiss Diary
iii.lista. lame AI arth• Rogers, John
Me orugliliii„ Fannie Book, Hoene
Mlieheii, Mrs Lizzie Spratt. Usury' 2
Mose, biliureli strew lienv. 55"m
ni046. itictiaril istroce, J Id
M ) ers, A If • el Street, fil is. a nue Relit
show. Janie* mar.. Ffank
see+ ere'. I.tal Starling, Mrs Itoreace
:theatre, Mittel"' strew, Miss Lizzie
shoton, 1' I' Vi mit, Richer-1 I:
Smith, Frank 51, eat. le
s with, itev el 1,1 West, Herman
Tally. Sloiis Amanda V% hite. Mr. Lou
I: talon, W It 2 te hitt), It C
'rho . M W 'mow, Mrs Fannie
'Diann * Winrow,.lowyti
Car 41. Abnie Widialisio, lialtslialt
Walk r. Yes Ella Nile IS J
* nil: ne stepuev Woodall, Smut I,
Wade, e, Weber.' W owl. M las Ellile
W mitre, .5 nu h.liaa, Wolf, Herman
ia eller, Dote W) att. Filial NI
Weathers, W Vt
Penton. runlet( for any of the *Isere
lettere %%ill please say advertieeti.
.1. It. elc1( tame, I'. el
Sept. les7.
In Brief, %nil to the Point.
Dyspepsia is dread!
liver is misery. is a toe to
good nature.
The human digestive epparates is et e
of the lame complicated slid a onderful
exiatrece. It e telly put out
Greasy fothl, tough fee I, sleepy food.
bad cookery, merited %teen,
irreguler habits, an I tame+ other things
alert' might hot to lee eve made the
A mericen people a ration te tlyspepties.
Hut firern'e Ango.t 0 er has done
wends-red %ere relormaig this sad
blisinerei and making the American peo-
phi MI teeth by that they can enjoy their
melds nee be happy
Rementber:--No happiness+, without
Meech. But Green's August Flower
brings health and happluiess to the Dys-
peptic. Ask your druggists for a bottle.
Seventy- live emits.
---o-
Bound to Get In.
trireitalei Inquirer..
Michael Ferrell is a long-suffering
gentleman, but when Ilia 8011
Ben lirocking. persiated toe long in a
course of sibionierly conduct, he came to
town to Kequilre Adams and ewere out
werratas ter a brettell of the peace
against both !frocking am! his compan-
ion in neseloing, a negro named Oscar
bladder'. The warren-is were served
and the two held tor trial this mornieg.
The ilegro went to jel without a
thought ot nose). Brockitig hoped to
lie stile tO give bond, hut finding lie
COlthla't the 'Squire was oeliged to eom-
nie 111111. Aceordirigly he tilled eta the
necessery reeteous, or lockitsg-up pa-
pene orinmandieg Jailer Lowaster to
steely keep the lid Brockhig the
111"Xirsr,"*St.teritY beteg at hand. 'Squire
admin., a hti knew his man, geve Brock-
lug the order 1,1r his ON 0 imprimemeet
*WI- tole him te give it to the j eke
The docile Brocking tient straight tsi
theatif and entered the jeler's uffice.
Not fietilier that Aft lel ite called Ger
him lustily rind thee cam to the front
doer of the edict's resitleece, determin-
e:1 ei be jailed. Here he sat down on
the itepe patiehtly waited until the
jailer came iiiii r, a lien lie ,I-Iivered
the order of imprisonment aiiil a ILA love-
s-I lip.
sls -
The Nineteenth Cautery Club is an
ergaiiization Mat wili eteeest of an lei ;oil
/I itlisb-r of meal and a tamest, It ha bar 1-
ly le- exp-ectht that they w agree
un all sute este: hiat it eau malaise- he
111.6" Hl Cha, lir Pierce's -Gel ten
Medics I intabiludaisly
proomineeel the most eueeeeseil reined)
extesit, Is-r pithier :oreutnettatte se
bee heel, tirl iiiiii seratei liteelesea
cases; it pmetively arrests this .ti.easse
• reeteree Mattis else stresigos, ea_
minheered in its early stage.. By &lig-
FATAL FIGHT AND FIRE
LIAM Seat Killed in a 4 I-A
Nether and Her Children Burned.
CLatiNoVit.i.g, Ti.NN,, -pt. 4.-At
coloree bran dente at Moiwiley 's elite
thiny miles from the city. lost loglit,
several colerel nese, her 01 hicky, Is--
valor involved a diffiellty. Mitchell
teat, Ches. Keninely awl Abe Ttmeasins
tuierrelled, aiid ilitritig the nieltre Kt-n-
eed) cut S -awn tile arm mini sieves
the n10111 instate
.lectli. Kennedy value to loWn and stir-
reeideleti Itimeell to Others,
I.e aid it in self deleipe. Tompkiiis
4 as put uniler street as ttli acCoiSory.
A gerelessite from Howson cs
reports that 'Ferry Btlehattateit
bowie, nee milts south ot Erie, Tenn.,
wee tseally destroy e by tire Wedees-
+lay. Buchaion w is absent trout home,
!raving his wife awl dicta children in
the heeler. The met her • Waft awakened
try Lhe Intense hest, anti before she
conel aroueefier children it five-year-old
eal ess buried to death. The Youlliter
one was so badly burned that it will riot
recover. Two titherll awl the mother
alee were burned, but not seriously.
ripe Dade4 Know It.
Or If they don't they should know that
'Diligent Root a.itilment cured Big Head
in mules ler limit, of' Adairaville,
Ky , J. Mallory, of I" 'ort's Station,
T. 11 11 , cured Ilk hogs of blind staggers
with le le fist-t this ging of Liebe. nte
is invaluable tor nise and beast, and no
tinnily should be v. allele it. Sold by
All Druggists.
A Sheriff he Shot Well.
Ai.nr.quEitquit, N. IL, Sept. 6.-One
of the most complete single-halides'
shootitig serapes that ever occurred iu
this eedion transpired yeetereley noon
at Holtaoek, A. T. Four desperadoes
role into that gown yeeterday morn-
ing from TontoResin unwell Tem Kn.
yen, Jake Collier, has. Roberti, mid
Jim Itlivenia, all iintoriouss sat tle thieves.
eherift lemma havilig werra,tia for
their arrest, ran !upon lee Med in a lit-
tle smolt). aoj iitsisig the livery stable oh
Brown & Kiiideri. Ile demanded their
surreeder, which was atiestered by s
volley of shots, but es the Ince emerged
from the shanty arterial' Owen shot
them down elm by °he, halite( all in-
stalely except young •Blivetes. a brother
91 olle ef. the Well For month.
these wen three cause a reign se terror
in the Territory of Antrim'.
A Well-ksowu Kentuckian Dead la
Washington.
WalINflairON, Sept. 4.-Thotrias B.
Hardin, he, died in this city 'ahursday,
and less buried to-date The deceased
was horn in Spriegfteld, Washington
county, Ky7, mid was for some years a
reeldent of Owensboro. lie was &broth-
er and st one time the law partner Of
Juige M. It. Hardin, formerly Chief
Justice of 4etaucky. Ile married a
daughter Of Dr. Palmer, of Lebanon, a
grand daughter of Hon. Beo. Hardin.
The deceased was the Maser of Thomas
B. Hardin, one of the examiners In the
department of justice, oho arrived here
last night front Dakota, where he has
been on spec's' duty, to attend his fath-
ered funeral, The deceased lists been
Nick for a eineber of years from von-
sumptIon and died of that disease. Ile
haul tile respeoet C441/41elli Or a large
number of friends and his death causes
much regret.
Mu Valuable Horns Berued.
Miewev, Kr.. Sept. 4 -The training
stables of C. L. Raney burned this
morning at 6 o'clock. Of fifteen fine
horsed In the stable, nine were saved
and 'six perished the flamers. The
origin of flftl IS thought to be from a
cigar. Told loss POW; Partially
Insured.
THE CARE OF CLIPPINGS.
Hints to Literary Yolk Who are Proste to
l'ae Scissors and Paste.
Prolebly no one who has had any lit-
erary work in hand has not made more
or less effort to systematize his pamphlets,
newspapers and notes by the way of such
clneedication ms shall make them dewy of
reference. nu, usual experience scrap-
books an experience of failure.
'omtittuipluee books. too, are tried by
hundreds, and while these are somewhat
better, they fail to provide for the dame-
fication rend reference of cuttings,. I ',en-
smile:me books merve for eitatiells isr for
the record of your own thoughts. But
ffieir splitsre is a limited one. anti they
have the same trouble as the scrapbook-
it is almost imposisible to index them.
The scrapbook and the commonplace
book, though they are good things in
their way. are thus of real practical rare-
ice in the hands ef but few. A thing
pealed a thing spoiled. A common-
place book entry is apato Lie a thing hid-
den and inaecessible. els there no better
way?
There is a much better way. There ie
a simple eystem of densification by boxes
or pigeon holes, which suits cuttings,
pamphlets, nianuscrile notes, and. in
short, memoranda of all kinde. It is a
system which originated in the ingenious
brain of an Italian librarian scene years
ago, and one which has been applied with
great elaborateness to the clasaitication of
books in the Columbia College library in
New York city. under the expert admin-
istration of Mr. Melva Dewey. The
method is a simple one. First classify
your cuttings, notes, pamphlets, mem-
oranda, under ten numbereel primary
heads; then subclassify them decimally,
according to the amount of matter wider
each head to be claseificti. In this sub-
division each number will represent a stub-
ject, and the subjeces may be subdivided
indefinitely. For an ordinary collection
of cuttings begin with ten boxes, each
box to contain its appropriate topic. Thie
ten topics are in order as follow-a: 00.
General Werke: as bibliography, cycle-
padias, periodicals, liewspapers, book
rarities. 10. Philosophy: as metaphys-
ics, logic, mychology, ethics. 20. Re-
ligion. 30. Sociology: as statistics,
law, education, customs, folk lore. 40.
Philology: all the languages. 50. Nat-
ural Science: mathematics, astronomy,
physics, chemistry, geology, botany and
the rest. 60. Useful Arts: medicine,
engineering. technology,commerce, build-
ing, etc. e0. Fine Arts. 80. Litera-
ture. 00. History.
These are the ten serviceable divisions
of all knowledge, according to the scheme.
To each is alerted a box. When any box
overflows, add ae many subdivisions in
new boxes as are needed. Thus, if under
60, Literature. there is an excess, the sub-
division el will be fur American literature,
82 for Engliele 83 for French. and so on.
Each divireor. can be subdivided as often
as is needed. eVell into eeveral places of
decimals, as in Columbia Colleges library;
and each number will express the char-
acter of the subject, according to the
elaborate echetne which Mr. Dewey has
printed. But the beauty of the se-stem is
that it applies as well to the smallest as
to the largest collection. You may not
fill ten boxes at once, but begin with ten.
The scheme is equally applicable to a
collection of tiewspaper cuttings, and to
the largest library.
The claasification is one that I have
tried with most successful retults. The
number on each box indicates the subject
down to any required degree of particu-
larity. A glance ehows where a given
cutting. pamphlet or ruanuscript needed
will be found, and as a given subject ex-
pands the overflow goes into new boxes.
should explain that in filling the boxes
it will often happen that some of the ar-
ticles mein to fall equally well under two
divisions. In the came to avoid any pos-
sible doubt, I lmve recourse to a cata-
logue of entry blips, in which I record the
place of the doubtful article. Suppose
for instance. I have a pamphlet on -The
History of Science." 'Jo make Imre I
should not search first under History told
then undt-r Science before finding it. I
cuter this pamphlet under the author's
name, and refer to box 50, Science. In
this way the work of indexing is reducol
to a mininium; for nine-tenths of the ar-
ticles claaeitied find themselves. as it were,
and the Mace is neteledonly in u few
caws like this I lave mentioned. Another
great advantage of this plan is that noth-
ing is posted down. Everything is mov-
able. and everything can be used in new
combinations:- Titus Munson Coan in The
Writer.
--
Failure of the Helloed Editiorn.
-Perhaps never in the history cif prise-
ing,'• toys a l'hilatielphia publisher, ••bas
a book falesii so flat from which eo much
was expected aa the revised Bible. Hun-
dreds of thou.-area of ceesies wen- imued,
either to remain on the broke-Mere'
'shelves. or to be finally sold at peund
rates, like so much waste paper. I do
not mean to imply that 101 many Etibles
are nct bought as formerly, but after Cie
first curiosity to compare the revisal e
tern with the sal was satistit d, people re-
turned to tire King James version, to
which, in all pretehility, they will stick
&I Jung am the world lasts. &ark Re.
vie*.
They Got the Foods.
The other day little Herman. aged 6,
and his brother, a year younger, made a
cellos their uncle, who is quite hard of
bearing. They evidently wanted some-
thing, but he could net make out what it
was. After a great deal of loud talking
and manipulating on tleser part, he told
Herman to speak slowly and in his onle
nary tone. ate' this is what he heard:
••We-wanteesoine-thing- to- buy -
some-thing-witle'' The little fellow
argued that as his uncle couldn't under-
etand that they wanted money, he would
have to translate his request eras to make
it intelligible. They made the raise,-
New York Star.
Novel Method of Advertising.
Street fakirs adopt mane- curious means
of attracting purt•hasers. One of the
most novel is that of a young colored
man who eel's dogs on lower Broadway.
Underneath the collar of the puppy he
thrusts a Malaita of greenbacks or na-
tional hank currency, ambling the bills
in the center and !hiding them back so as
to form a huge ruffle gnen paper
around the animal's neck. With a dog
thus adorned under his arm he is quite a
spectacle, and finds a god many cuetom-
ers who are attracted by his nte-el method
uf advertieing. - ehyv York Tribune.
Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute
sae er eterwera r.periciet,d and hiklIt.
rid Physician. tied .4ergrens.
ALL CHROMIC DISEASES A SPECIALTY.-
Patients trustee hero or et their homev. ManY
treated ait hone. Himmel correspondence, -ts
suecesefully as If here In person. Come and
SVC' US. or to lel ten vents in Mule's for our
" liwatids' Gwde-flook." what givee melte-
tame. Address: Worti.D'Il IrlaraNSAKY MS01-
CAC A•4•40t21 tTION. WI Main St.. Buffalo. N.Y.
For " wern-not," " run-down." debilitated
seined teachers. cuillinena. sennustremsea, Mom-
keepena. and overwork. d women ei nerally.
Dr. Pieree's Favorite l'nviernation Is tic. best
of all neforat tee fortlea. It is Mg a
but admirably f itlfill* a eitigkeens of purpose,
teen( a moat potent Speelik. for all those
Chronic Weaknesses and Diseases peculiar tO
women. Tho treatment of many thousands
of such moss, st the int ands' !Intel and eure-ka' Institute has Worsen it large experemte
iu adapting remedies for thtir cure. and
Dr. Pins's Favorite Presoriptios
la the reeilt of thin vast experieneo. For
Internal congestion. InflaisIntatIon
arid ulceration, It Is a lepeelliie.
is a powerfui geoeral, as e en as uterine. tonic
and norylne, and lm 4 tiger and an ngth
to tbe whole . t mitres wealtreen of
stomachs. Indhustion. biontine, weak mirk.
nervous pri ist ration, I.Xlittlasticin. di !ditty and
nfrOpkleirl,.1/4. III Other lis•X. rt,,() rite Prescrip-
tion is wed by druggiete under oar posttest
euerunee. Sue wrapper around bottle.
PRICE $1.00 OR SIX IldrITISAIMil tar &COO.
Send 10 mite in names for Dr. let roes large
Treatise on Dist-air* a 1 100 Pallet%
Imper-oovuredi. Addreal. Ivottioes DISI•1121-
PART MEDICAL, ASS0CLATION, dal blunt Street,
'ferrate N. Y.
et.2111
0 0
A Woman from Austria.'
Near the village of Zilling-
dorf, in Lower Austria, lives
Maria Haas, an intelligent and
industrious wt mum, whose story
of physical r,ifft.iIng and final
relief, as related by herself, is
of interest to Eti!:Iisli women.
"I was emplov.k., she says,
"in the work 4 a large farm-
house. (lcillvoi.:; 1.1 ought on
sick head:Ida., fo!loweti by a
deathly fainting BIM sickness
of the stounalt, until I was
unable to retain either food or
drink. I was compelled to
take to my bed for several
weeks. Getting a little better
from rest and t ittiet, I sought
to do some work, but was soon
taken with a pain in my side,
which in a little while seemed
to spread over my whole body,
and throbbed in. my (wery limb.
This was followed by a cough
and shortness of bnath, until
finalls. I could not sew, and I
took to lit v lied for the second,
and, as I t.hought, for the last
time. M v frietals told me th: t
nw time Lad nearly come, and
that I could not live longer
than when the trees put on
their green once more. Then I
happened to get one of the Sei-
gel pamphlets. I read it, mei
my dear mother bought me a
bottle of SEIGEes SratT,
(Shaker Extract of Roots)
which I took exactly according
to directions, and I had not
taken the whole of it before I
felt a change for tbe better. My
last illness began June 3d,
8S2, and continued to August
9th, when I began to take the
Syrup. . Very soon I could do a
little light work. The cough
left me, anti I was no more
troubled in breathing. Now I
am perfectly cured; and oh,
bow happy I am! I cannot
express gratitude enough 101
SEIGEL'S SYRUP (Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots). Now I must
tell you that the doctors in our
district distributed handbills
cautioning the people against
the medicine, telling them it
would do no good, and many
were then-by !Olin-need to de-
stroy the Seigel pamphlets; but
now, whenever one is to be
found, it is kept like a relic.
The few preserved are bor-
rowed to read, and I have lent
mine for six miles around our
district. People have Come
eighteen miles to get me to buy
the medicine for them, know-
ing that it cured me, and to be
sure to get the right kind. I
know a woman who was look-
ing like death, and who told
them there was no help for her,
that she had consulted several
doctors but none could help
her. I, told her of Seigel's
Syrup, and Wrote the name
down for her that she might
make no mistake She took
my advice and the Syrup, and
now site is in perfect health,
and the people around us are
amazed. The medicine Ims
wade such progress in our
neighborhood that people say
they don't want the doctor ally
more, but they take the Syrup.
Sufferers front gout who were
eon fined to their beds and couhl
hardly move a finger have been
cured by it. There is a girl in
our district who caught a cold
by going through some water,
and was iu bed five years with
wsti veness and rheuntat ic pains,
and had to have an attendant
to watch by.ber. There WM
not a doctor in the surrounding
district to whom her mother
ha I not applied to relieve her
child, but every one crossed
titealseives and mid they could not
help her. %Vlienever tho little hell
nog, which is rttIlly ill our place
when anybody amid. we thought
sandy it Wit her ; but Seigei's
Svrap and l'i.ls Extract of
R ,(4.1) saved her life and now she
is as healthy am anyhtsly. got* to
church, and can weak even in the
fields. Everyboly wee astonished
when they maw her out. knowing
how many years she had been in
bed. To-tbty sbe fulds ber p•ati-
tude to mine for God s mercies and
SeSigheakr8erS311"e(plieines ail•eitilfiroAwiteAAnsi.g
sold in all parts of the world. and
are working wonders, as shown in
ths' aixweti-iltseW•arren St., New lurk.
A. J. WHITE
s • •••
PERFECT SATISFACTIO
Now Imo RIM !WM CO.
-ORANGE, MASS. -
30 Union Same It. Y. Chicago, IL St. Deis, II*
A.....ata, Ga. Dallas. hes. San franc:ate. Cal. i
_ 
OLD PAPRSE ,
FOR SALE
At This Office.
MY UNKNOWN FRIEND.
I osanot tell the country where thou art,
i Or where, ou Iwight, wale, or omen's brink,
, Thy home doth stand; oontent with this frail
link
I dwell, until I know thoe. uoble heart-
That the mine len sun that strikes athwart
My threshold cloth trout your bright casement
Melt;
Night's crescent and pale star of morn. think.
Are wertlere where ere dream, though leagues
spiel!
rash.* tlie wiki wood road apid tangled slope,
The Oinked *dins, the hilltop's dazzling reach,
The lingering stream and lane ratty Lovers
stray.
To bear tbee mateh dear thouelea and rival hope
Of mine. mad thief, own plans said ohmage
teach,
1701 please me-oa some long, unealeudared
day.
SUckiwy Uppincotra Magazine.
ROOF GARDEN IN NEW YORK.
Ouri Woman Prefers to buoy la Tow. anti
Enjoy the Lentil.. of Her Owe Rome.
There is a woman who ranks among
the half dozen richest of her sex in New
York good looking. liked by aociety men
and women alike. nwasurably young-
not very far on either side of tbe bound-
ary line of rm. that is-who purske in
summer everybody who knows her. She
never goes out of town. She has a cottage
at Newpert. but has not opened it ui live
years; she has a house at Lenox, but
visits it only in the early 'spring, when
the first flower"; are peeling from under
the snowdrift*, or in the late autumn.
when the leaves are turning. She is a
widow, hut it has never been supposed
that the vestiges of a grief which does not
keep her from dancing in winter would
shut her up within brick walls in July.
• • What keeps yuu here iu the weather?"
a reporter asked her, as the sun beat
against the closed blinds two or three
mornings ago.
-I stay simply because I like it," she
replied. "New York is summer resort
enough for me. Everybody pewee through
the city from mum west. north or south
ott their way somewhere in coulee a the
summer. and I meet more friends than I
could in any other way. I have a fancy
for being comfortable, too, and summer
is no time to try to be comfortable in the
country. Whes it is hot there, of all
times, one wants the conveniences of
one's own home."
-But don't you pine for a sight of
something g,rtztVe;
"For the of that I Imre green-
ery eneugh here. Come to my garden,
won't you?"
At tuention of a garden the writer's
eyes °retied wide, for the house, like
many another in the city. covers every
inch of ground belonging to it that the
building laws allow. But my hostess led
the way. not out, but up. Her garden
was on the roof, and an elevator jogged
lazily skyward with ue. A roof garden
is a New York whimsy, and this roof
was most elaborate. A fight rail inclosed
the elevated promenade, and this was
aempletely hidden from view by the rank
growth of scarlet bean,naeturtiumamorn-
ing glorite and other climbers that ran
aver It. Pots of palms, tree ferns and
every known plant that will stand the
fervors of a New York roof summer
erellP disposed here and there, and boxes
of mignonette and vivid scarlet gera-
niums flourished partly prutected by the
shade. There were frweet peas in blue-
sem, a tiny fountain played with anima-
tion and a hammeck was ewung in a
corner under an awning.
-You see, 1 am monarch of all I sur-
vey," and the buses' waived her hand
over a terrid city. 'It's not a midday
resort exactly, but in the morning or at
twilight not the Catskills themselves have
a better breeze. And then you know"-
and the matter mourned an aspect not
many city women think of-"I can send
two or three dozen fresh air children out
for a fortnight's holiday for kes money
than I have often spent in two or three
days' outing myself."
The roof garden has its strong points
indeed.- New York Mail and Express.
An If.sity Cure for Sleepleseeess.
I had frequently noticed that when en-
gaged in deep thought, particularly at
night, there deemed to be something like
compression of the eyelids, the upper one
especially, and the eves themselves were
apparently turned upwards. as if looking
in that direction. This invariably oc-
curred: and the moment that, by an
effort, I arrested the course of thought
and freed the mind from the subject
with which it was engaged. the eyes re-
sumed their natural potation and tbe
compresition of the lids ceased.
Now. it occurred to me mac night that
I would not allow the eyes to turn up-
wards, but kept them determinedly in
the opposite position, as if looking down;
and, having done so for a short time. I
found that the mind did not revert to tbe
thoughts with which it had been occu-
pied. and I soon fell asleep. I tried the
plan again with the same meek; anti
after an experience of two yeare, I can
truly my that, wiles, wben something
specially annoying or worrying occurred.
I hare always been able to go to sleep
very shortly after retiring to rest. There
may occasionally be scene difficulty in
keeping the eyes in the poskion described,
but a determined effort to do so is all
that is required, and am certain that if
kept in the aown looking position, it will
be found that composure+ and sleep will
be the result,-Cham tiers' Journal,
Dor Swift Period Lives,
The fererish activity of this generation.
the race for place and wealth, the impa-
tience with delay, the readiume to sacri-
fice bealth maxims, in Order to take a
short cat to Ktleceflel, make a prophecy
that these swift paced individuals reach
old age an exceedingly venturesome+ pm.
diction. Probable, if young men about
deriding on a ctilling should consult a
doctor for advice as to the vocation most
conducive to longevity, their graves
would not open so early. but what about
their work? No doubt if any a the men
and women over 00 now living New
England were asked their recipe for at-
taining old age their answer would be, in
part: -Work as hard as TOU can, and
think as little Re erosible about breaking
down.'•-Booten Advertiser.
Dr. Doremus says tbat tbe lightest
Ganes can be rendered uninflammable
by dipping them in a solution of phos-
phate of ammonia in watme It will be
found impesisiele to set the fabric so
tree to/ on lire.
PlunStOrgalls
Ea..s-sr tce=A-fa-
1
We hiniiiiit hundreds of homes yearly with lae
Piano. awl organs. and •Ilow cue-
tomer* to pay in small ino•th-
ly or 4u/inert) pay meal+.
Steinway & Sons,
Decker Brothers
Hanes Brothers,
J.& C.FiEcher
AND OTHERS.
Rosewood, Ebonized. Walnut,
• D W OH04. Anil CASES. armciALL
tirsio.sls II ADP TO ORDER.
Livery and Feea 
I I
SHONIPMR.
HAMILTON.
WET.
-STABLE,-
ivve'`'‘kavV,'sccg" 
LII,TTLE 
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
T. L. Smith, Prop'r,
ANTI.III I WI s an.1 CATHARTIC
SICK HEADACHE,
till loos Headache,
DIzzinetekt Coustlpos
flow. Indige•tion/
and RIllonsAttacks.
kromptly 
einsd ht Or.
tepee's Plea•ant
negative Pellets. :I
eents a vial, by Druggists.
Large sod roomy setae ang ample accommoda
ion for horses. Special 1011001011 glee° 1.0 furnish
rg -od horses and vehicles to ail Ilver7 ostairr
Da .nntil• connection •••1•1414 Pre.
Vanderbilt University
Offers in Its department.. of Sclenre,Lttersture and
Arts. Lail, Thel•101ff. I1UgineerIng, Pharmacy. Dim_
tiatry, •nd Medicine the highest caw %moue! admin.
tree. •t • aiolerat. eist. Address
a I LS R 1 L LI A Le beeretarv, Nashville, Tenu.
D. H. BALDWIN & CO.,
236 P'=-.7.rt.b.
Louisville, : •• Hy.
Choice Styles cf Organ!, for the Sit-
ting Room, Library and Hall. .
POWDER
Absolutely P ure
This powder never varies. A marvel of purl -
y, otrength •nd wholesomeness More sinaeom -
leal than tbe ordinary kintla,aad cahoot betook'
in competition with the multitude of ow test,
abort weight alum or phoophate powders. Bold
Nue so amt. ROYAL 11•11114iFOstarl CO , l011
Wall Street. N. T.
NEYER TARS TO CURE
SIVAIKS 015 RNEViit1/411Sit
/9.1D ALL DISEASES of
• /41 AN MO BEAST •
MAT CAM BE REAM° BY AN
tisltikKAttiti/Atht. 01014
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PHYSICIANS.
Jail A. TOTING. Id. D. leo. • .GOON, IN D.
DRS. YOUNG & GUNN,
HOPICEOPATHISTS,
HOPKINSTILLZ. IT.
Office oor fth &oil Make.
TOMO W Sammy.
Cor Clay ttb
Fairicith &Eater,
Physician all Sup&
.1*-04188 ilth and Main
DR DARE BELL
Offers Ma professional esevlese to the people of
Hopkinaville aad
11111PVIlleeever Healers Sack. Male St
W. M. FUQUA, M. D.,
Phijskiau and Surgeon.
HOPKINSVILIJI, KILKTECI T.
othas over ?Woe' law °Mee, Court etreet.
RUN T 1ST*.
A. P. CAMPBELL,
DENTIST,
HopkInsvfile, - Kentucky.
piles over N. Frankel II Some.
ATTAINS It TS.
JOHN /ELAND. JOHN ISLAND, Jo.
ULE FELON
Attorneys at Law,
Will prattles la all use warts of this Com -
mon wealth
Olio a Hopper Meek.
O. A. Champlin.
Attorney sad Onasellor at tow
°dice over Planters Bank,
Ropkineville, - - - - Ky.
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